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BiFeO3 (BFO) is one of the very few multiferroic materials at room 
temperature and shows a large remnant ferroelectric polarization, demonstrating that it 
is an ideal candidate material for the new generation of lead-free ferroelectric and 
spintronic devices. However, the multifunctional application could be largely 
hindered by the high leakage current and serious polarization degradation, both of 
which are believed to relate to the charged defects involved in BFO thin films. 
In this study, the effects of sequential charged defects on the dielectric, 
conductive and fatigue behavior of BFO-based thin films are investigated. The 
detailed types of charged defects involved in the BFO-based thin film are identified as 
oxygen vacancies (OVs) and hopping electrons, which are shown to play an important 
role in the enhancement of dielectric properties in the low frequency region. Moreover, 
the electric performances of BFO thin films such as conductive or fatigue behavior 
have been further investigated, in which several new and interesting anomalous 
behaviors (e.g. negative differential resistance, enhanced polarization and negative 
capacitance) have been observed and the corresponding mechanisms have been 
identified, giving some in-depth insight into the fundamental understanding of the 
charged defects involved. 
The conductive characteristics of BFO-based thin film are investigated at 
various temperatures and a negative differential resistance (NDR) is observed in the 
thin film, where a leakage current peak occurs upon application of a downward 
 ix 
electric field above 80 oC. The origin of the NDR behavior is shown to relate to the 
ionic defect of OVs present in the film. On the basis of analyzing the leakage 
mechanism and surface potential behavior, the NDR can be understood by 
considering the competition between the polarized distribution and neutralization of 
OVs. 
The polarization fatigue of BFO-based thin film is studied, where a 
polarization peak is observed during the fatigue process. The exact origin of such 
anomalous behavior is analyzed on the basis of the defect evolution using 
temperature-dependent impedance spectroscopy. The motion of OVs is shown to 
associate with a lower energy barrier, accompanied by the injection of electrons into 
the thin film during the fatigue process. A qualitative model is proposed to explain the 
new fatigue behavior, which involves the modification of the Schottky barrier upon 
the accumulation of OVs at the metal-dielectric interface. 
Finally, the capacitance dispersion in BFO-based thin films has been studied at 
different stages of polarization switching. A negative capacitance (NC) is observed to 
occur in the samples that are fatigued with the number of switching cycles at > 109. 
The physical origin of such NC effect is investigated by analyzing the relaxation 
processes and charge transport kinetics using admittance spectroscopy. An activation 
energy of ~0.6 eV and a zero field mobility Vsm /1002.033.5 2130
  are 
obtained, which provide an excellent mutual agreement that the negative contribution 
towards the device capacitance stems from the drift of OVs. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
BiFeO3 (BFO) has been extensively studied recently, as it exhibits both 
ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic orders at room temperature, which make it 
potentially useful in various magnetoelectric and ferroelectric devices [1-3]. 
However, multifunctional applications of BFO can be restricted by a high leakage 
current and polarization degradation [4,5]. In this chapter, a brief review will be 
introduced to the multifunctional behavior of BFO, including its ferroelectric, 
magnetic and multiferroic behaviors. The main drawbacks of polarization 
degradation and high leakage current in BFO will be intensively discussed, which is 
shown to closely relate to the involved charged defects [4,5]. 
 1.1 Multiferroic materials 
Multiferroic materials, simultaneously exhibiting ferroelectric, ferromagnetic 
and ferroelastic behaviors, have attracted great attentions in recent years [2]. The 
multiferroic overlaps required for the multifunctional behavior are shown in 
schematic in Fig. 1-1. Among the small group of magnetically and electrically 
polarizable materials, fewer simultaneously possess both order parameters [3]. The 
coexistence of ferroic orders enables multiferroic materials useful in the 
technological field of spintronics, where one can not only utilize both functionalities 
(e.g. ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity) independently, but also operate new 
functionalities through the coupling between the two orders [6]. For example, the 
 2 
magnetic and electronic orders can manipulate one through the other, namely 
magnetoelectric (ME) coupling effect. This desirable behavior opens a door to 
develop the ferroelectric memories with non-destructive magnetic reading or 
magnetic random access memories (MRAM) with an electrical writing procedure 
(MERAM) [6]. 
However, only very few single phase materials fall into the category of 
multiferroic materials, the scarcity of which can be understood by looking at the 
symmetry and structure that are required [1]. In principle, the mechanisms driving 
ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity at atomic scales are chemically contradicted. For 
example, in BaTiO3 (BTO) the off-centering of cation needs empty d orbitals to 
realize the ferroelectricity, while the generation of magnetism requires partially filled 
d orbitals [1]. In addition, ferroelectrics are insulating by definition, while 
ferromagnets are supposed to be metallic in conducting nature. Therefore, a 
contradiction occurs between the conventional mechanism of off-centering in a 
ferroelectric and the formation of magnetic order [7]. 
 








materials. The purple and blue ellipses represent the materials which can be 
polarized magnetically and electrically, respectively. Within the ellipse, the green 
and the red circles show that the materials are ferromagnets and ferroelectrics, 
respectively. According to the definition, multiferroics correspond to the intersecting 
part between the ellipses or circles. The small circle in the middle represents 
materials exhibiting a magnetoelectric coupling (Modified from [3]). 
 
To achieve the desired multiferroic effect, previous investigations were 
focused on designing new compounds and identifying new mechanisms. Given the 
limited amount of intrinsic multiferroic phenomenon, where the ferroelectricity is 
directly induced by magnetic ordering, named as magnetic ferroelectrics (hexagonal 
RMnO3 (R=Ho-Lu, Y) [8,9]), several indirect approaches have also been proposed to 
realize the multiferroic effect in a single-phased material, such as, by assigning the 
origins of ferroelectricity and magnetism into different atoms [10]. Recently, the 
model system of perovskites with the chemical formula of ABO3, has drawn much 
research interest, as it offers an interesting perspective for the creation of multiferroic 
behavior. In this model system, multiferroic effect is realized through the 
stereochemical activity of lone pair electrons on the A-site cation to provide 
ferroelectricity, while the B-site cation supplies magnetism [10]. Examples of the 
perovskites belonging to multiferroic materials are BFO, BiMnO3 (BMO) and 
Pb(Fe2/3W1/3)O3 (PFW) [8], where the ions Bi3+ and Pb2+ have two lone pair valence 
electrons in 6s orbital. These lone pairs are unstable and likely to be stimulated into 
(6s)1(6p)1, which can break the inversion symmetry and result in a stabilized 
off-center polar state of ferroelectricity. Meanwhile, Fe or Mn ion contributes to the 
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magnetic behavior. Therefore, a multiferroic effect can be realized by separating the 
ferroelectricity and magnetism retaining in different atoms. 
 1.2 Bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) 
BFO is one of the very few single phase multiferroic materials with high 
ferroelectric Curie (TC =830 °C) and antiferromagnetic Néel (TN =370 °C) 
temperatures [12,13]. Recently, numerous investigations were made into BFO, 
whereby considerable efforts were focused on the coupling between magnetic and 
ferroelectric orders. Herein, the crystal structures, ferroelectric and magnetic 
behaviors, together with ME coupling effects of BFO are described as follows. 
1.2.1 Crystal structure of BiFeO3 
Bulk BFO has been identified as R3c space group, with the lattice parameters 
of a = 5.6343 Å and α = 59.348° in rhombohedral unit cell. It has also been described 
as a hexagonal unit cell with a = 5.5787 Å and c = 13.8688 Å. This structure is 
equivalent to a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite structure, with lattice parameters 
a = 3.965 Å, α = 89.45°, which is generally referred as “pseudocubic unit cell” in 
previous works to index the crystal planes conveniently [14]. As shown in Fig. 1-2, 
the structure of a primitive unit cell of BFO involves two formula units (ten atoms), 
which results from counter rotations of neighboring oxygen octahedra with respect to 
the [111] axis [15]. The deviation of Bi, Fe, and O ions from their ideal positions 
gives rises to the spontaneous polarization in [111] directions. Moreover, G-type 
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antiferromagnetic ordering exists in BFO, in which the Fe spins are aligned 
ferromagnetically within the (111) planes, while keeping antiferromagnetically 
between the adjacent (111) planes [2]. 
 
 
Fig. 1-2 Schematic showing the structure of BFO with space group of R3c. The 
oxygen octahedrals relative to the Bi framework are distorted, while the oxygen ions 
are expected to occupy the face centered sites in an ideal cubic perovskite structure. 
The inset located at bottom right corner represents the magnetic structure of BFO 
which exhibits a G-type antiferromagnetic ordering (Modified from [15]). 
 
BFO thin film is often grown on SrTiO3 (STO) (001) single crystal substrate, 
which can introduce a compressive epitaxial strain in the in-plane of BFO, therefore 
resulting in a reduction in the in-plane lattice parameters, together with an elongation 
of out-of-plane lattice constant. The crystal structure of the epitaxial BFO films has 
been studied by using the high resolution X-ray diffraction reciprocal space mapping 






processing history and film thickness. For example, a fully relaxed and bulk-like 
rhombohedral structure has been identified in the BFO thin film which is prepared by 
liquid-phase epitaxy, while a monoclinic structure has been obtained for the film 
grown by pulsed laser deposition method [17,18]. Moreover, the thickness dependent 
structure evolution has been investigated and the corresponding result shows that a 
tetragonal structure can be developed into a monoclinic phase upon the film thickness 
increasing up to 50 nm [19]. In addition, recent investigations show that structure of 
BFO can be modulated by the strain introduced by the substrates. For example, a 
tetragonal-like phase with a large c/a ratio of 1.24 has been revealed in BFO film 
deposited on highly mismatched substrates such as LaAlO3 (LAO), where a large 
compressive epitaxial strain (~4.5%) is imposed to BFO [20-23]. 
1.2.2 Ferroelectric properties 
Ferroelectric materials in which the spontaneous electrical polarization can 
be switched by the application of an electric field are already largely used in sensors 
and ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAM), where the information is stored 
by the remnant polarization [24]. Ferroelectric polarization can be clarified in certain 
types of crystal lattice structure, such as the perovskite lattice structure. The crystal 
structure and polarization direction upon the application of an external field can be 
depicted in the Fig. 1-3(a). The positive charged atoms are presented in spheres with 
blue and yellow colors and the red colored sphere denotes the oxygen atoms with 
negative charges. A distortion of the crystal structure shown in Fig. 1-3(b) can be 
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achieved when the negatively charged oxygen ions exert an electrostatic force on the 
positive cations. The arrows show the stretching motion arising from the electrostatic 
force. The electrically polarized process is widely observed in the common 




Fig. 1-3 Schematics showing the structure of ferroelectric perovskite. (a) A 
perovskite unit cell; (b) Distorted crystal structure induced by the electrostatic forces 
between the positive and negative ions (Modified from [26]). 
 
For BFO, the ferroelectric polarization can be achieved by displacing Bi-ions 
relative to FeO6 octahedral center, as illustrated in Fig. 1-2 [15]. BFO has been 
predicted to exhibit a large polarization value ~100 µC/cm2 [27]. However, the 
electric polarization of single crystal BFO in the early work yielded only a very 
small value of ~6µC/cm2, which has been ascribed to the fact that the high leakage 
current restricts the saturation of polarization [28]. The first experimental work 
conducted by Wang et al confirmed the large remnant polarization in BFO thin film 
[29]. Subsequent works on single crystals [30] and ceramics [31] have also 
demonstrated the intrinsic ferroelectric properties of BFO, with polarization being 
(a) (b) 
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approximately 100 µC/cm2 along [111] and 60 µC/cm2 projected to [001] orientation, 
respectively. 
 1.2.3 Magnetic properties 
BFO exhibits a G-type antiferromagnetic structure, in which each Fe3+ 
magnetic moments are aligned ferromagnetically within pseudocubic (111) plane and 
antiferromagnetically between adjacent (111), or is surrounded by six nearest 
antiparallel spins, as schematically shown by the inset of Fig. 1-2 [32]. The overall 
magnetic moment should be zero, as predicted for the G-type antiferromagnet 
structure. However, due to the local magnetoelectric coupling, the spins present a 
weak canting moment instead of perfectly aligning in antiparallel, which leads to a 
long-range spiral magnetic structure with a periodical distance of about 62 nm. Wang 
et al [29] has initially reported a very large magnetic moment of about 1.0 Bohr 
magneton (µB) per unit cell, which has been shown to origin from a large 
concentration of oxygen vacancies instead of the intrinsic magnetization of thin films 
[11,33]. Apparently, the weak magnetic moment hinders the device applications of 
BFO. To improve the magnetic properties, chemical modification approach has been 
employed by doping BFO with transition elements, such as Mn3+, Co3+, Ni2+, or 
doping with low-valenced Ca2+, Zn2+, Ba2+ to generate OVs. However, chemical 
doping of BFO with several rare earth or transition metals elements has reported to 
be less significant to improve the magnetic properties of BFO. 
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1.2.4 Magnetoelectric coupling 
The ME coupling refers a process that ferroelectric polarization can be 
switched by a magnetic field or magnetization can be controlled by an electric field. 
Recently, Zhao et al [34] reported a coupling between the ferroelectric and 
antiferromagnetic domains, in which the magnetic-easy plane can be modulated by 
switching the ferroelectric polarization by 180°, opening a pathway towards the 
electrical controlling of magnetization in single-phased ME materials. In an 
alternative approach, making a multi-composited structure for BFO has drawn much 
attention, such as by establishing a self-assembled structure with CoFe2O4 (CFO) or 
multilayered structure with La0.33Sr0.67MnO3 (LSMO). For example, Zavaliche et al 
[35] reported a self-assembled BFO–CFO nanostructure in which CFO nanopillars 
are heteroepitaxially embedded into BFO matrix on (001) oriented STO substrates. 
Such nanostructure showed a significant ME coupling through a stress mediation, 
where a perpendicular ME susceptibility of 1.0×10-2 G cm/V was measured. The 
heteroepitaxial structure of BFO/LSMO has also widely been investigated, in which 
LSMO is structurally compatible with BFO, making it a good candidate for 
ferromagnetic-multiferroic epitaxial system. Investigation into the BFO/LSMO 
heteroepitaxial system has shown that the exchange coupling occurs at the 
BFO/LSMO interface, which implies a new pathway towards electrically 
manipulating the magnetism by modulating the ferroelectric domains in BFO [36]. 
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1.3 Limitations of BiFeO3 thin films 
The polarization switching of BFO is a critically important knob to modulate 
the interaction between magnetic and ferroelectric orders [37]. However, ferroelectric 
polarization in BFO is badly influenced by the following two elements: 
(1) High leakage current 
The high leakage current experienced by BFO thin films restricts the 
saturation of polarization and therefore negatively impacts the long-term reliability of 
storage elements. For example, its saturation of polarization is estimated to be 100 
μC/cm2 along [111]-direction by simulation, while the early reported value is only 6.1 
μC/cm2, which is associated with a high leakage current [15]. 
(2) Fatigue degradation 
The polarization degradation in BFO can lead to a much reduced capacity for 
information storage in ferroelectric memory devices, together with a total loss of the 
ability of controlling the magnetic order in magnetoelectric devices, thus 
significantly hindering the multifunctional behavior of BFO [39]. 
1.4 Electrical properties of BiFeO3 thin film 
In BFO thin films, charged defects have shown to be responsible for the high 
leakage current and polarization degradation [4,5]. In the following sections, the 
detailed relationships between the charged defects and electric properties in BFO are 
reviewed. 
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1.4.1 Conductive behavior of BiFeO3 
1.4.1.1 Background of conductive behavior 
A leakage current through BFO thin film is inevitably involved and its 
magnitude and mechanism are closely related to the material parameters, processing 
history, and testing conditions. The investigations into the leakage current would lead 
to a better understanding on the basic charge storage process in the ferroelectric 
memories and providing useful information on the interface and bulk space charges. 
More importantly, they will be helpful in understanding issues related to the device 
reliability, such as the imprint, fatigue, polarization relaxation, resistance degradation 
and breakdown [41]. Several leakage current mechanisms have been discussed for 
BFO and other similar ferroelectric perovskite oxides. They fall into two main 
categories: bulk-limited and interface limited conductions [38]. Among the 
mechanisms that have been widely discussed, the following three types are 
considered, as they are highly relevant to BFO. 
(1) Interface-limited Schottky emission 
Current transport in dielectric thin films at high fields and temperatures is 
usually dominated by the interface-limited Schottky emission, which is believed to 
arise from a mismatch of the Fermi level of a metal (electrode) and an insulator film 
(e.g. BFO referred here). The difference in the energy level creates a potential barrier 
between the metal and insulator that charges must overcome when passing across the 
film. Indeed, Schottky emission is very similar to thermionic emission process. The 
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difference is that the carriers in the Schottky emission are emitted from the electrode 
surface into the conduction band of the semiconductor, assisted by the thermal 
activation process or by electric stress from an applied field. The current density 












          (1-1) 
where A is the Richardson constant,   is the height of the Schottky barrier, K is the 
dielectric constant of the film, V is the applied voltage and d is sample’s thickness. 
(2) Poole-Frenkel emission 
The second mechanism has been used to explain the leakage current for BFO 










PF             (1-2) 
where c is a constant and EI is the trap ionization energy. In this conduction 
mechanism, charges are assumed to consecutively hop between defect trap centers 
with help of thermal or field assistance. The functional relationships are similar 
between the Poole-Frenkel emission and Interface-limited Schottky emission. The key 





  in the Poole-Frenkel 
emission is about twice that of the Interface-limited Schottky emission [41]. This is 
related to the distance between the escaping electron and the trap site in the 
Poole-Frenkel emission, which is half of that in the Interface-limited Schottky 
emission. 
(3) Bulk-limited space-charge-limited conduction 
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The bulk-limited space-charge-limited conduction (SCLC) can be described 
as: 
32
0 8/9 dVjSCL                           (1-3) 
where   is carrier mobility. This mechanism is dominant when the charges are 
injected from electrode at a rate faster than they can transit through the film. At low E, 
the thermally activated free electrons predominate, leading to a linear Ohmic law. 
With an increase in E, when the density of injected free electrons exceeds that of 
thermally excited free electrons, then the SCLC will take over the leakage behavior. 
As a matter of fact, there shall be a transition region between the full SCLC and the 
Ohmic regions, namely partial SCLC conduction due to filling trapping level process 
and can be further identified as [42]: 
32
0 8/9 dVjSCL                         (1-4) 
where   is the ratio of free carrier density to the total carrier density. 
The domination of above mentioned conduction mechanisms occurring in thin 
insulating films are determined by the microstructure, temperature, thickness, and 
interelectrode barrier [40]. In addition, modulation of charge defects by chemical 
doping has been suggested to be an effective method to control the conduction 
mechanisms. Wang Y et al [43], have demonstrated that the involvement of OVs and 
Fe2+ in BFO can be modulated by doping different concentrations of La3+ and Mg2+, 
in which La3+ suppresses, but Mg2+ increases the concentration of both OVs and Fe2+. 
Correspondingly, they observed that leakage current mechanism evolves from the 
SCLC to Poole-Frenkel emission mechanism. As the charged defects involved in BFO 
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dramatically affect the conductive behavior, the effects of charged defects on the 
conductive behavior of BFO are described below. 
1.4.1.2 Charged defects in BiFeO3 
BFO exhibits a wide bandgap of about 2.8 eV, the intrinsic conductivity in 
BFO can therefore be neglected [44]. Instead, the defects or impurities which occupy 
the energy levels in the band gap play a dominant role in determining the high 
conductivity. Several previous researchers have focused on this interesting topic and 
they basically believed that the high leakage current is ascribed to OVs and Fe2+, both 
of which can form shallow energy levels in the band gap of BFO and can be 
efficiently modulated with chemical doping [44]. The summaries below are the 
common doping methods and corresponding objectives. 
(1)    Breaking the electron hoping chain along Fe2+-Fe3+ 
A small amount of Fe2+ in BFO has been considered as a detrimental element 
responsible for the high leakage current. When introducing Fe2+ into BFO, one 
expects to see the conversion of Fe2+ to Fe3+, which provides a transport pathway for 
electrons. Therefore, the substitution of Fe3+ with electrically more stable metal ions, 
such as Cr3+, Ti4+, Mn3+ and Sc3+ has shown to improve the resistance by reducing the 
fluctuation valance of Fe3+ [44, 45-47]. 
(2)    Elimination of OVs 
OVs are the most likely and mobile ionic defects involved in the BFO thin 
films. Therefore OVs have been considered as a type of detrimental defects and 
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should be responsible for the high leakage current. Herein, it is necessary to identify 
the mechanism for the generation of OVs. Firstly, Bi is volatile, which is believed to 
generate lattice vacancies and lead to a loss of oxygen in BFO. OVs can therefore be 
generated during the film growth process, especially at high temperature (e.g. 620 oC) 
and low oxygen partial pressure (~10-2 mbar). Secondly, a large amount of OVs can 
be generated at the metal-insulator interface when the top electrode is deposited. To 
lower the concentration of OVs, one approach is to substitute part of the Bi3+ ions 
with certain rare earths such as La3+, Nd3+, Sm3+, Gd3+, and Dy3+ ions, which are 
believed to stabilize the perovskite structure by eliminating lattice vacancies created 
by volatile Bi3+ [48-54]. 
To clarify the types of charged defects responsible for the high conductivity, 
several researchers conducted comparison experiments by post-annealing BFO 
sample in respective oxygen-rich atmosphere and oxygen-deficiency atmosphere. 
Nuclear resonance backscattering spectrometry (NRS) was then employed to directly 
measure the oxygen concentration in the as-deposited and annealed BFO films [55]. 
The sample post-annealed in oxygen-rich atmosphere was shown to exhibit a lower 
concentration of OVs and correspondingly, a lower leakage current than that treated 
in the oxygen-deficiency atmosphere. The result tentatively supports the conclusion 
that the leakage current originates from OVs. 
Previous investigators have also compared the effects of doping acceptors and 
donors into BFO. Aliovalent ions such as Ti4+ and Ni2+, exhibiting a similar ion size 
as Fe3+, were used to substitute part of the Fe3+ ions in BFO. Doping of Ti4+ is 
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expected to reduce the population of OVs as well as to increase the concentration of 
Fe2+, while doping of Ni2+ is expected to introduce more OVs and therefore prevent 
the formation of Fe2+. BFO doped with Ti4+ shows a decrease in leakage current by 
more than three orders of magnitude, while that doped with acceptor (Ni2+) shows an 
obvious increase in leakage current, indicating that the cause for high leakage current 
is largely due to OVs rather than Fe2+ [17]. 
However, such conclusion is still subjected to argument, when one considers 
the interaction between Fe2+ and OVs. It is well known that the OVs can lead to a 
valence fluctuation of Fe3+ from 3+ to 2+ charge state to keep the localized charged 
neutralization [56]. In other words, doping with 2+ ions (e.g., Zn2+, Mg2+ or Ni2+) will 
not only generate OVs, the concentration of Fe2+ will also be simultaneously 
increased in BFO. Therefore, the physical origin of the high leakage current in BFO is 
still not properly clarified and cannot be simply ascribed to OVs or Fe2+. To better 
understand the nature of the leakage current, the interaction between Fe2+ and OVs 
should be carefully considered and more investigations into the conduction behavior 
of BFO are needed. 
(3)    Formation of charged complexes in BFO thin film 
In contrast to the negative effect brought in by doping with acceptors of 2+ 
ions, i.e. an increase in leakage current, some researches have observed that doping 
Zn2+ into BFO can dramatically decrease the leakage current and enhance the 
endurance voltage by forming the defect complex of
 OFe VZn' [57]. It presents a 
meaningful challenge to the general conclusion that OVs are fully responsible for the 
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high leakage current in BFO. Indeed, OVs may not be a simply harmful parameter in 
leading to the high leakage current, as they improve the insulating behavior of BFO 
by forming defects dipoles. 
1.4.1.3 Modulation of conductive behavior by charged defects 
(1) Transition from insulator to conductor by forming p-n junction 
Insulator-conductor transitions have been investigated widely in both theory 
and experimental study [58,59]. One effective approach to control the transition is 
through chemical doping, or the application of magnetic or electrical field. Moreover, 
controls in pressure, temperature and film thickness have also been attempted. 
Compared to these methods, electric field is a particularly controllable parameter from 
an application perspective, which is effective to create an energetic perturbation to 
induce the ionic conduction and lead to ferroelectric-nonferroelectric transitions 
occurring in some quantum paraelectric materials and relaxor ferroelectrics [60]. 
Yang et al [60] have studied the quasi-non-volatile and reversible modulation 
of electric conduction in Ca-doped BFO films, using an electric field as the control 
parameter. This modulation is realized as a result of the naturally produced OVs, 
which act as donor substitutions for the charge balance and maintain a highly stable 
Fe3+ valence state. The migration of OVs in Ca-doped BFO thin film can form a p-n 
junction under an appropriate external electrical field and result in the modulation of 
insulator-conductor transition by creating, erasing and inverting the p-n junction. 
(2) Switching behavior by migration of OVs 
Recently, the resistive switching behavior in BFO has drawn much attention 
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due to its potential application in resistive random access memories (RRAM). BFO 
shows a characteristic non-volatile resistive switching behavior, i.e. there is a 
reversible switching between the high resistance state (HRS or OFF state) and the low 
resistance state (LRS or ON state). The physical origin of such resistance transition is 
shown to relate to the Schottky barrier [61], which can be modified by two pathways: 
(i) polarization switching, in this argument, the polarization charges can be used to 
modulate the barrier thickness, and therefore the carrier injection across the barrier 
can be controlled by changing the polarization direction. (ii) charged defects, such as 
OVs. For example, Shuai, et al [62] reported a switchable diode effect in BFO 
thin-film capacitors. They attributed the phenomenon to the accumulation of 
oxygen-vacancies near the electrode. Similarly, Yin, et al [63], observed that the 
redistribution of OVs at grain boundaries under the disturbance of an electric field 
could play a key role in the resistance switching behavior, which has been confirmed 
by their c-AFM and retention measurements. 
In a brief summary, charged defects dramatically affect in the conductive 
behavior of BFO. The type and amount of charged defects (e.g. OVs or Fe2+) can 
greatly modify the conduction mechanism in BFO thin films. Moreover, the presence 
of certain charge defects, can lead to some new electrical behaviors. Therefore, it 
would be of considerable interest to further investigate the effects of charged defects 
on the conductive behavior of BFO thin films. 
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1.4.2 Fatigue behavior of BiFeO3 
The unwanted polarization degradation can lead to a failure in the control of 
magnetic order switching, thus hindering the widely expected multifunctional 
applications of BFO [37]. Recently, much research interest has been attracted for this 
topic to unravel the exact mechanism responsible for the ferroelectric degradation in 
BFO thin films. 
1.4.2.1 Background to fatigue behavior 
Fatigue failure of a ferroelectric material describes a degradation of switchable 
polarization under repetitive bipolar cycling as shown Fig. 1-4(a) [64]. A number of 
available experimental data and existing models have been used to address this issue, 
although the physical origin is still not properly understood. The fatigue behavior is 
usually described by plotting the remnant polarization Pr or the switchable 
polarization Psw against the cycling number N. A general fatigue profile is shown in 
Fig. 1-4(b), which can be mainly separated into three stages: (i) a slow stage (up to 
105 cycles), (ii) a logarithmic stage (~106 cycles), (iii) and a saturated stage (after 108 
cycles) [65]. For a ferroelectric thin film, the detailed fatigue profile is closely related 
to the processing history for sample preparation, the type of electrode employed and 






Fig. 1-4 (a) Hysteresis loops for the fresh and fatigued samples, which show a 
reduction in polarization after bipolar fatigue. (b) General profiles for the 
polarization evolution which is as a function of the number of switching cycles: (i) 
slow fatigue stage, (ii) logarithmic stage, and (iii) saturated stage [65]. 
 
During the past decades, fatigue behaviors of various ferroelectric thin films 
have been intensively investigated and several different models have been proposed, 
which mainly deal with the two-step considerations: (i) electrical field giving rise to 
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formation or redistribution of imperfections, and (ii) imperfections in ferroelectric thin 
films badly affecting the switchable polarizations [66]. Therefore, the available 
models have basically considered the following issues: types and quantity of the 
imperfections; their creation or redistribution; switchable polarization as affected by 
imperfections [66]. The switching process can generally be divided into two stages: (i) 
nucleation of new domains, and (ii) growth of the existing domains [66]. In a typical 
ferroelectric, there are two types of sites, where the polarization switching can start 
easily. One site is where the activation energy of new domain nucleation is strongly 
eliminated due to the existence of defects. The other site is where the formation of 
opposite domain wall is facilitated due to special environment. With a well 
understanding on the seed growth, the switching suppression shall therefore be 
correlated to block the seed growth. In the follow sections, three well accepted 
mechanisms, namely domain wall pinning, seed inhibition and local imprint are 
discussed: 
(1) Domain wall pinning 
Wall pinning describes the process that a domain wall is immobilized by the 
electrostatic coupling between the bound charge of the wall and mobile carriers, 
through the formation of electroneutral complexes, “wall+compensating charges” [67]. 
In this scenario, domain wall pining can be realized under the two conditions. One is 
that all walls surrounding a domain should be immobilized. The other is that seeds for 
the formation of an opposite domain are excluded in a domain interior. The possible 
charged defects making contributions towards the domain wall pinning scenario can 
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be listed as follows: 
(a)    Electronic charge carriers 
In this case, domains switching can be blocked by electronic charge carriers at 
the domain boundaries, which can be stabilized by the fatigue-induced 
distortion of oxygen octahedra [68]. The corresponding charged defects that 
have been proposed to be responsible for the fatigue failure including both the 
trapped electronic charge carriers and ionic defects, such as OVs. 
(b)    Defect dipoles 
Poykko and Chadi [69] have proposed a microscopic model for polarization 
fatigue in ferroelectric perovskite oxides, which considers the dipolar defects 
that are formed by a combination of OVs and impurity metal ions. As the 
defect-dipole complex is strongly polarized and could be further stabilized by 
electron capture, these defect-dipole complexes could induce fatigue in 
ferroelectric oxides by pinning the polarization of the surrounding lattice. 
(c)    Charged defects and defect clusters 
The occurrence of mesoscopic structures during the fatigue process has been 
considered, which is believed to stabilize the domain by formation of charged 
defects planes. For example, Yoo and Desu [70] proposed a fatigue model, by 
considering the one-dimensional movement of ionic defects under ac field, 
which can be trapped at the electrode-ferroelectrics interface, grain boundaries, 
and/or domain boundaries due to the lowered potential energies at those 
interfacial sites. It can lead to a loss of remnant polarization due to the defect 
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entrapment. Similarly, Dawber and Scott [71], argued that OVs could migrate 
towards the electrode interface under ac electric field, where they could 
aggregate and form two-dimensional arrays. These mesostructures are 
believed to pin the domain walls, thus dramatically decrease the remnant 
polarization. 
(2) Seed inhibition mechanism 
According to the so-called “seed inhibition”, domain seeds with inverted 
polarization are inhibited and are unable to produce macroscopic domains, giving rise 
to a situation where the newly-born seeds cease to contribute towards polarization 
switching. To properly understand the “seed inhibition” process, the following basic 
understandings shall be taken into consideration [72]: 
(a) A ferroelectric film can be divided into separated region, each of which 
contains a finite number of seeds and can be switched independently. 
(b) During the fatigue process, the ferroelectric film in the separated region loses 
its ability to switch when the included nucleation seeds are blocked in their 
embryonic states. 
(c) Active seeds are believed to locate at the ferroelectric/electrode interfaces, 
where the defect density is much higher and the interface roughness 
facilitates the formation of nucleation seeds. Thus, during the polarization 
switching process, the growth of these seeds is more likely to take place near 
the electrode. One should also note that although the interface between the 
electrode and film is a favorable site for the creation of a new domain, it is 
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also the site where the ionic or electronic defects are likely to be accumulated 
to block the domain seed, therefore resulting in fatigue degradation. 
(3) Local imprint 
Ferroelectric switching can be slowed down as a result of the electrostatic 
effect of charges trapped at the ferroelectric/electrode interface, named as “local 
imprint” [73]. In the process, the screening charge that is originally generated on the 
electrode can partially migrate into the ferroelectric film, therefore giving rise to a 
region where the ferroelectric polarization is pinned resulting from the attraction force 
between the polarization bound charge and the trapped screening charge. 
The above three mechanisms are apparently related to the variation in the 
density of defects during the polarization switching process. Indeed, charged defects 
have a strong impact on the fatigue behavior of BFO, which are briefly reviewed as 
follows. 
1.4.2.2 Charged defects and fatigue behavior in BiFeO3 
The polarization fatigue in BFO has attracted much research interest recently 
[30,74-77]. Lebeugle et al. [30] firstly investigated the fatigue behavior of 
single-crystal BFO. Their results showed that the spontaneous polarization of the BFO 
ceramic exhibited a gradual decrease during switching cycling, where 40% of the 
initial polarization reduced after only 18 cycles. Therefore, BFO single crystal 
demonstrates a much severer fatigue failure than several other ferroelectric materials, 
such as PbZr/TiO3 (PZT) or BTO. The fatigue behavior of BFO is expected to be 
improved by the application of a relatively lower field applied or a higher frequency. 
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Accordingly, several different mechanisms have been suggested to account for this 
phenomenon. 
(1) Local phase decomposition, initiated by switching-induced charge injection 
(LPD-SICI model) 
In this argument, a high depolarization field can result in a large current 
injected from the electrode. This process can be determined by the Fowler–Nordheim 
tunneling [78]. With the help of high tunneling current, local phase decomposition is 
expected to occur, especially at the domain nucleation site. Based on this belief, Lou 
et al [79] suggested that electron injection during the polarization switching could 
induce a large amount of heat energy within BFO thin film, resulting in a phase 
separation (e.g. Fe3O4+Bi2O3). As the fatigue failure is sensitive to the Pr value as 
supposed by this model, it explains the fact that (111)-oriented BFO shows a much 
more serious fatigue degradation as compared to that of (100) or (110), when one 
considers the generally higher Pr value in the (111) orientation than that in other 
orientations. 
(2) Wall pinning by OVs 
The ferroelectric degradation of BFO thin films has generally been ascribed to 
a domain wall pinning scenario, in which OVs are believed to pin the domain wall 
based on the following the arguments; 
(a) Oxygen vacancies are the natural and most mobile ionic defects in oxide 
perovskites. 
(b) Donor doping of a perovskite ferroelectric is expected to decrease OVs 
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concentration and in general can lead to an improvement in fatigue resistance 
[80]. Indeed, the fatigue behavior of BFO films doped with various cations 
has been extensively investigated. Dopants/co-dopants, such as La3+, Nb3+, 
Cr3++Pb2+, Ti4++Zn2+, and Gd3+, have been shown to improve the fatigue 
endurance, due to the reduced leakage current. 
(c) Assuming that oxide electrodes can act as an efficient sink for OVs, one can 
understand the improvement of fatigue endurance resulting from employment 
of oxide electrodes [81]. For instance, Lee et al [82] demonstrated an 
improvement in fatigue behavior in the multilayered BPO/BFO/BPO 
structure, compared to that in the Pt/BFO/Pt thin film, where BPO denotes 
BaPbO3 [82]. 
However, the expected domain wall pinning by OVs is strongly argued by the 
positive effect of acceptor (Na+, Mg2+, Fe2+) doping on the fatigue endurance, which 
has been reported for several ferroelectric thin films, such as PZT [83-86]. It 
contradicts with what is expected by the oxygen vacancy hypothesis, since doping of 
an acceptor shall increase the concentration of OVs. As mentioned above, wall 
pinning by OVs is still a controversial argument. To show the exact role played by 
OVs during the fatigue process, the redistribution of OVs would have to be evidenced. 
1.4.3 Dielectric behavior of BiFeO3 
When discussing how the charged defects in BFO thin films can influence 
their conductive and fatigue behaviors, one has to consider the interaction (e.g. OVs 
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between Fe2+) or evolution of the charged defects upon the application of ac or dc 
field. As the movement of charged defects can be reflected in the dielectric behavior, 
investigations into the dielectric behavior could be useful to obtain some key clues on 
the exact role played by the charged defects. 
1.4.3.1 Background to dielectric behavior 
When a dielectric is placed in an electric field, electric charges do not flow 
freely across the material as they do in a conductor, but only slightly shift from their 
average equilibrium positions causing dielectric polarization, making positive and 
negative charges separated into opposite directions. The displacement between 
positive and negative charges can be used to describe the dielectric polarization, 
which can originate from four different ways: (i) electronic polarization; (ii) ionic 
polarization; (iii) orientational (dipolar) polarization; and (iv) interfacial polarization. 
The electronic polarization or atomic polarization arises from the displacement of an 
electron with respect to the nucleus and thus inducing a dipole moment. Ionic 
polarization pertains to the polarization that is caused by relative displacement 
between positive and negative ions. In ferroelectric materials such as PZT and BFO, 
ionic polarization causes ferroelectric polarization. Dipolar polarization refers to the 
orientation polarization (a permanent dipole, which retains polarization in the 
absence of an external electric field) or distortion polarization. 
To evaluate the electrical polarization, electrical permittivity ( * ) can be 
employed to define how easily for a material to undergo polarization when an 
electric field is applied. The *  can be expressed as a complex quantity, given by 
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the following equations [4]: 
'' j                                 (1-5) 
'
'')( 
 Tan                                 (1-6) 
where '  and ''  are the real and imaginary parts of dielectric permittivity 
respectively, and )(Tan  is the dissipation factor (or loss factor) that quantifies the 
ratio of energy dissipation to that stored. Since the dielectric performance is very 
sensitive to frequency and temperature, the two parameters are widely used in 
studies polarization and phase transition for ferroelectric materials. 
1.4.3.2 Dielectric Relaxation 
Dielectric relaxation reflects the frequency-dependent dielectric behavior, 
when a dielectric is subjected to an ac field. Because of the lag between changes in 
polarization and changes in an electric field, the dielectric permittivity is a complex 
value. The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant can be monitored on the 
basis of the Debye relaxation model, which is based on the assumption that the 
dipoles within a dielectric have no interactions with each other upon the application 
an alternating external electric field. However, due to the deviation from the ideal case 
in a real material, the modified Debye relaxation model, namely Cole-Cole equation is 
generally employed, which can be described as [87]: 
])(1/[)('' 1    jj s        (1-7) 
where s  and   are the static and high frequency dielectric permittivity, 
respectively,   is the relaxation time, which describe a time-scale for particles from 
one initial state to reach equilibrium and   denotes the distribution of relaxation 
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time and the value of 2/  is the angle between the real axis and the line to the 
circle centre from the high-frequency intercept [88]. For a mono-dispersive relaxation 
process, one would expect that the circle center is located exactly on the ' -axis, 
whereas for a poly-dispersive process, the circle center will be located below the 
' -axis. 
Dielectric relaxation is a thermal-activated process and can be represented by 





1  . As p  can be 
reflected in the frequency domain, the value of p  can therefore be monitored in the 
imaginary part of dielectric parameters and obtained according to the peak 
frequency pf . As the conduction process and electric polarization are thermally 
activated, the activation energy corresponding to the relaxation process can be 






om                           (1-8) 
where m  is the frequency corresponding to the loss peak, o  is the 
pre-exponential factor, aE  is the activation energy for relaxation, BK  is the 
Boltzmann constant, and T  is absolute temperature. Therefore, the detailed type of 
charged defects involved in a specific relaxation process can be obtained, with the 
identification of the corresponding activation energy. 
1.4.3.3 Dielectric properties and charged defects 
The effect of charged defects on the dielectric behavior has been widely 
investigated and the displacement of space charges was shown to enhance the 
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dielectric constant of BFO at low frequency (<106 Hz). For example, Hunpratub et al 
[89] studied the dielectric response of BFO ceramic over a wide range of temperatures 
and frequencies. Compared to the permittivity of ~100 generally observed for BFO, a 
constant step is obtained and the dielectric constant increases up to 105 in magnitude. 
The step-like behavior in dielectric constant is similar to the so-called giant dielectric 
constant measured for the materials such as CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO), Ba(Fe1/2Nb1/2)O3 
(BFNO), and Sr(Fe1/2Nb1/2)O3 (SFNO), although the magnitude is much lower than 
that for the materials with giant dielectric constant. Further studies have shown that 
the step-like dielectric behavior is related to the contributions from different 
relaxation processes, which are evidenced in the temperature region from -50 oC to 
200 oC. At low temperatures (-50 to 20 oC), a Debye-type dielectric relaxation is 
observed and is attributed to the electron hopping between Fe2+ and Fe3+. The other 
two dielectric relaxations in the temperature ranges 30–130 °C and 140–200 °C are 
ascribed to the grain boundary effect and the defect ordering and/or conductivity, 
respectively. 
Although studies have been conducted for the dielectric behavior of BFO thin 
films over the past several years [44,17,90], a proper understanding has not been 
made to ascertain how OVs and their interactions have contributed towards the 
dielectric behavior, where hopping electrons may well be involved. 
Oxygen-vacancy-related relaxation and scaling behaviors have to be studied for 
BFO-based thin films by systematically looking at the complex impedance spectra 
(CIS) at varying temperatures, before discussion is made into the physical origins of 
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the relaxation processes in association with OVs and hopping electrons. 
1.5 Motivations and objectives 
As discussed above, the multifunctional behavior of BFO is largely dependent 
on the modulation and coupling of ferroelectric order and the antimagnetic order. 
They are however badly affected by two parameters: high leakage current and fatigue 
degradation. To settle these two fatal issues, considerable efforts have been made both 
by computational studies and by experiments. Previous research works have shown 
that the conduction and fatigue behavior are closely related to the types and quantity 
of charged defects involved in BFO thin films. 
Concerning the conduction behavior of BFO, there have been controversial 
reports and observations. In general however, the charged defects of OVs and Fe2+ are 
believed to contribute towards the high leakage current [44]. In particular, several 
studies suggested that the ionic current resulting from the OVs plays a dominant role 
in the high leakage of BFO thin films [48,55], while electron hopping along the 
Fe2+-Fe3+ due to the fluctuation of ionic valence also make contributions [45]. 
However, previous investigations have largely neglected the interaction between the 
charged defects OVs and Fe2+ (electrons). 
The conduction behavior of BFO can be modulated by charge defects. For 
example, charged defects varying from OVs to electrons have been shown to affect 
the conduction process, evolving from the SCLC to the Pool-Frankel emission. More 
interestingly, the migration of charged defects, such as OVs, is shown to modulate the 
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resistance transition from insulator to conductor by forming p-n junction. The 
function played by the charged defects enables BFO potentially useful in the new 
generation of RRAM. It would therefore be of considerable interest to investigate the 
exact effects of charged defects on the conduction behavior of BFO thin films. 
Polarization degradation in BFO thin film would lead to the eventual failure of 
multiferroic devices. To understand the fatigue failure of ferroelectric thin films, 
several qualitative models have been proposed, including for example, the 
seed-inhabitation and wall pinning, where the generation and redistribution of charged 
defects are considered. Since OVs are the most likely and most mobile ionic defects in 
BFO thin films, domain wall pinning has been suggested to be a dominant scenario 
for polarization degradation. However, previous investigations have largely neglected 
the interaction between OVs and other charged defects (e.g. the formation of 
defects-dipole or microscopic defect structures). It would therefore be highly valuable 
to clarify the physical nature of fatigue failure in BFO thin films. 
To properly understand the fatigue process, one has to consider two 
inter-related problems. Firstly, how the electrical stress results in the creation or 
redistribution of imperfections in a ferroelectric thin film. Secondly, how the 
imperfection affects the switchable polarization. In this connection, the redistribution 
of charged defects during polarization fatigue has to be considered, which however 
has not been properly documented for BFO or BFO-based thin film. Moreover, most 
of the previous descriptions on the fatigue behavior of BFO are largely based on 
phenomenological arguments, and no attempt has been made to evaluate any transport 
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kinetics of the charge defects during the fatigue process. 
With the above understandings, it would therefore be of considerable interest 
to systematically investigate the effects of charged defects on the electrical behavior 
of BFO based thin films. The objectives of this project can be summarized as follows: 
(1) To investigate the charge-defects-related-relaxation behavior in BFO-based 
thin films, which will provide insights into the migration kinetics of charge 
defects and therefore makes a better understanding on the interplay between 
defects and the external field. 
(2) To study how the OVs affect the conduction behavior of BFO-based thin 
films and to establish the interplay between OVs and dc field, thus depicting 
the vivid role played by the charged defects in electric behavior of BFO thin 
films. 
(3) To investigate how charged defects affect the fatigue behavior of BFO-based 
thin films, by conducting a systematic investigation into the evolution of 
charged defects during the fatigue process. 
(4) To study the transport kinetics of charged defects during the fatigue process 
for BFO-based thin films, by looking into the negative capacitance behavior, 
which will lead to a better understanding on the fatigue behavior of 
ferroelectric and multiferroic thin films. 
Indeed, a systematic investigation into the effects of charge defects on 
various electrical properties of BFO-based thin films will contribute to a better 
understanding towards their applications in ferroelectric and multiferroic devices. 
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1.6 Thesis layout 
Chapter 1 has briefly reviewed the background of electrical behavior of BFO 
thin films as influenced by the charged defects. It has also outlined the research 
scopes and objectives of this project. The experimental procedures and major 
characterization techniques employed in this project are described in Chapter 2. A 
study on the effects of charged defects on the dielectric behavior of BFO thin films 
will be described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a study on the effects of charged 
defects on the conduction behavior of BFO thin films, in which an 
oxygen-vacancy-mediated negative differential resistance is demonstrated for La and 
Mg co-substituted BFO thin film. In Chapter 5, the effect of charged defects on the 
fatigue behavior of BFO will be presented. Chapter 6 deals with the transport 
kinetics of OVs that occurs during the fatigue process. An overall summary together 











Chapter 2 Experimental procedures and characterization 
techniques 
In this chapter, the experimental procedures for target preparation, thin film 
deposition and characterization techniques including those for the film texture and 
morphology and electrical characterization are briefly described. A brief overview on 
the techniques employed to investigate the multiferroic behavior of BFO-based thin 
films is presented. 
2.1 Fabrication of chemically modified BiFeO3 targets 
La, Mg (10 mol % La with 0 mol%, 2 mol%, 4 mol% Mg) co-doped BFO with 
nominal compositions of 31.09.0 FeOLaBi (BLF), 302.098.01.09.0 OMgFeLaBi (BLFM_2), 
and 304.096.01.09.0 OMgFeLaBi  (BLFM_4), respectively, with 10% excess bismuth were 
prepared by conventional solid-state reaction using high-purity (>99.9%) powders of 
Bi2O3, La2O3, Fe2O3 and MgO (provided by Sigma) as the starting materials. The 
addition of 10% excess Bi2O3 was aimed at compensating for the likely loss of Bi 
during the subsequent thermal treatment process. The starting materials were weighed 
in stoichiometric proportions and thoroughly mixed by ball milling for about 12 hrs 
using Y-stabilized ZrO2 balls and high purity alcohol as media. The mixtures were 
dried at ~70 oC, and pre-calcined at 750 °C for 6 hrs in alumina crucibles. The 
calcined compositions were again ground thoroughly prior to sintering at 830 °C for 2 
hrs for the La-Mg-codoped BFO. 
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2.2 Thin film deposition: RF magnetron sputtering 
RF magnetron sputtering is a well-established thin film deposition technique, 
which has been widely applied in metal or oxide ceramic thin films. In addition to 
the sputtering, several other deposition routes have been employed to develop high 
quality ferroelectric thin film samples, for example, pulse laser deposition , wet 
solution and MOCVD [91]. Compared to these alternative preparation methods, RF 
magnetron sputtering exhibits many advantages, including versatility of the 
equipment set-up, a relatively low cost and generally high efficiency of film 
deposition. Most importantly, RF magnetron sputtering is compatible with the 
semiconductor technology and has been widely applied in industry. Therefore, RF 
magnetron sputtering is chosen for deposition of BFO-based thin films in the present 
project. 
2.2.1 Set up of RF magnetron sputtering 
In this project, a RF sputter machine (Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum, Germany), 
was employed to prepare the thin film samples. A schematic of the sputtering system 
is shown in Fig. 2-1, in which the target and sample stage are located in an ultra-high 
vacuum chamber, which can be lowered to ~10-6 torr. An ultra high voltage is 
applied onto the target and makes it negatively charged, while Ar gas is ionized into 
positively charged gaseous ions, which are accelerated towards the target within the 
chamber and bombard the target surface. Therefore, atoms from the target will be 
ejected and deposited on the substrate, which is located on the rotated sample stage. 
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A heater is equipped in the chamber below the sample stage, which is used to adjust 
the film growth temperature. In addition to the ejection of atoms, secondary 
electrons can also emit from the target, which may fly around the chamber. To 
eliminate the destructive effect from the secondary electrons, magnetron guns are 
generally used, which hold a strong electric and magnetic fields and are able to 
restrict the secondary electrons flying in the vicinity of target. For an insulating film, 
the corresponding target will be positively charged for a short period of time to avoid 
charging of the insulating surface. RF sputtering method can thus be realized for 



















Fig. 2-1 Schematic showing sputtering process. The activated argon ions bombard 
the target surface and atoms are ejected out from the target. The sputtered particles 









2.2.2 Conditions for thin film deposition 





Gas flow rate: 
Ar 




SRO 600 oC 1.2 mTorr 200 sccm 50 sccm 100 W 
 
Table 2-2 Deposition parameters for La-Mg-codoped BFO thin films on the SRO 





Gas flow rate: 
Ar 




BLF 620 oC 1.2 mTorr 200 sccm 50 sccm 120 W 
BLFM_2 620 oC 1.2 mTorr 200 sccm 50 sccm 120 W 
BLFM_4 620 oC 1.2 mTorr 200 sccm 50 sccm 120 W 
 
For BFO film deposition, the chamber was pre-pumped to a base pressure of 
< 10-5 Torr. The substrates were heated to the designed temperature. The chemically 
modified BFO targets prepared as mentioned above and target of SrRuO3 (SRO) 
were used. Firstly, a SRO buffer layer of ~80 nm was deposited on the 
Pt/TiO2/SiO2/Si substrate and the detailed deposition condition was listed in Table 
2-1. La-Mg-codoped BFO thin film in thickness of ~300 nm was then deposited on 
the top of SRO buffer layer from the above mentioned polycrystalline modified BFO 
target. Table 2-2 summarizes the experimental conditions for magnetron sputtering 
used for BFO-based thin film preparation in this project. 
2.2.3 Preparation for top electrodes 
Prior to electrical measurements of BFO-based thin films, Au dots of 200 μm 
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in diameter were sputtered on the films as top electrodes patterned with a shallow 
mask. To get a better interface between the Au electrode and the insulator film, the 
as-deposited Au electrodes were baked in normal atmosphere at 220 oC for 5 minutes. 
2.3 Electrical characterizations 
2.3.1 Ferroelectric behavior 
 
 
Fig. 2-2 Schematic describes the ferroelectric switching characteristics reflecting in 
the polarization hysteresis loop (modified from [66]). 
 
Polarization switching of a ferroelectric thin film can be described by the 
polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis loop diagram, which can be characterized 
by the following electrical parameters as indicated in the Fig. 2-2: amplitude of 
cycling field (E), remnant polarization (Pr), switchable polarization (Psw), 
nonswitchable polarization (Pns), and coercive field (Ec) [66]. Among these 
terminologies of switching parameters, Psw and Pns are obtained by integration of the 
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current response for both polarities, while alternative terminologies of *swP and 
*
- swonnP  exist when the ferroelectric thin film is tested with voltage steps. In this case, 
*
swP =Psw+(Pmax-Pr) represents the switching polarization, whereas 
*




Fig. 2-3 Output waveform for P-E loop test (modified from [92]). 
 
In this project, the ferroelectric properties of BFO thin films were measured by 
using a Radiant Precision Analyzer RT 66A coupled with a Vision Data Management 
software. The ferroelectric characteristics are obtained by a Virtual Ground measuring 
system through integrating the current flow over the sample rather than a voltage 
across the sample. During the test, a single triangle wave of stimulus is taken as 
shown in Fig. 2-3. A preset loop is applied on the electrode before the loop 
measurement occurs, which makes sure that the measurement starts from a known 
location. After the application of the pre-stimulus, a delay of one second period is 
taken to ensure slow parasitic effects to determine their quiescent states. The loop 






measurement is then executed for obtaining the polarization-electric field (P-E) 
hysteresis loop. 
2.3.2 Dielectric properties 
Dielectric properties of a ferroelectric thin film determine its ability to store 
electrical charges. Therefore, it is a primary evaluation parameter for electric 
behavior [93-97]. In this project, the dielectric measurement of BFO thin films are 
acquired by using a Solartron dielectric test system, which consists of a Frequency 
Response Analyzer and a 1296 dielectric interface that is controlled by a PC via 
GPIB (IEEE 488) interface bus. The 1296 dielectric interface is comprised of an 
attenuator for noise-free low level stimulus of the sample, an ultra-high sensitivity 
multi-range current to voltage converter, a DC rejection circuit and high precision 
reference capacitors. In the testing system, a probe station equipped with a heater is 
connected to the PC controller via GPIB (IEEE 488) interface bus and the heating 
temperature covers the range of room temperature to 300 oC. 
 
As aforementioned, the dielectric behavior can be described in a complex 
value as: 
)('')('*                             (2-1) 
'
'')( 
 Tan                                (2-2) 
where *  is the complex dielectric constant, ' and ''  are respective real and 
imaginary part of the dielectric constant.   is the angular frequency, and )(Tan  
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is the dissipation factor (or loss factor). In this project, the dielectric characterization 
was conducted at frequencies in the range of 0.1 to 106 Hz and temperatures in the 
range of room temperature to 300 oC. 
2.3.3 Conductive properties 
 
Fig. 2-4 The applied stepwise voltage applied in downward sweep with a delay time 
td of 0.02 s [98]. 
 
Ferroelectric thin films are expected to be insulating, however a large leakage 
current is unavoidable, which can arise from various defects and non-stiochiometry 
formed during the film fabrication process. In this project, the leakage current of 
each BFO thin film sample is characterized by using a Keithley meter (Keithley 
6430, Cleveland, US). In order to measure the current density flowing across the 
film, the top circular electrodes are connected with tungsten carbide probes. A 
step-like voltage with a delay time td of 0.02 s was applied across the film sweeping 











2.3.4 Fatigue characteristics 
 
Fig. 2-5 A schematic of (a) bipolar and (b) unipolar fatigue signal profile (modified 
from [99]) 
For ferroelectric thin films, fatigue behavior is generally described by plotting 
the remnant polarization Pr or Psw as a function of the cycling number N [66]. The 
terminologies of Psw, Pnon-sw share the same meanings as described in section of 2.3.1. 
During the fatigue test, a pulsed voltage is applied to the ferroelectric thin film by 
repeating the write/read cycles periodically to examine the fatigue properties. There 
are two types of fatigue signal profile as shown by the schematic in Fig. 2-5, bipolar 











fatigue signals and unipolar fatigue signals. For the unipolar fatigue signals, the 
applied ac voltage is the unipolar, while for the bipolar fatigue signals, the pulsed 
voltage is performed in the standard positive-up-negative-down [64]. Generally, the 
bipolar fatigue is used, because ferroelectrics are often driven by bipolar pulses in 
device applications. The bipolar switching is described as follows: The first pulse is 
applied to the film to ensure that the measurement starts from a known location. The 
sample is then fatigued by the application of repeating bipolar electrical stressing 
fields with designed frequency that simulates the read/write operations in a memory 
device. After each cycling, the switchable polarization state of the sample can be 
recorded as a function of switching number. 
In this project, a standard polarization switching (i.e. 
positive-up-negative-down) procedure was applied to characterize the fatigue 
behavior of BFO thin films, which was carried out using a Radiant ferroelectric test 
system. The bipolar fatigue wave used is triangle wave with a frequency of 100 kHz 
and the pulse width and pulse separation of PUND pulses are 1 ms and 1000 ms, 
respectively. The probe station equipped with a heater is attached to the Radiant 
precise workstation system. Therefore, the temperature-dependent fatigue was 
conducted in the temperature range from room temperature to 300 oC. 
2.4 Structure characterization 
2.4.1 X-Ray diffractometry (XRD) 
In X-ray diffractometer, the generation of X-ray is achieved through 
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bombarding at a target metal (usually Cu or Mo) with fast moving electrons. The 
electromagnetic radiation is thus generated and used to determine the structure of the 
thin film sample. The incident lights interact with atoms and generate scattering lights. 
For a crystalline material with certain period patterns, the incident and scattering 
lights will interfere with each other in certain directions. The interference pattern of 
X-ray scattered by a crystalline material can be described in Bragg’s law as: 
Bd  sin2                                (2-3) 
where B  is the angle of incident light, d is the lattice spacing, and λ is the 
wavelength of the incident light. According to the Bragg’s law, the interference can 
only occur at Bragg angle B . To further identify the detailed phase formed in a 
sample, one can use the power diffraction file (PDF) as a reference to compare the 
XRD trace and their intensities. Therefore, the phases formed in the sample can be 
confirmed by checking the consistency of peak positions with PDF cards. 
In this project, all samples were examined using a Bruker AXS D8 Advance 
X-ray Diffractometer with monochromatic and Ni filtered Cu Kα radiation 
(λ=1.54056 Ǻ). The XRD pattern was collected by a standard θ-2θ scan with 
scanning rate of 0.05 s/step. 
2.4.2 Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectrometry is a nondestructive technique for checking the internal 
structure of molecules or crystalline materials. When an incident beam such as a 
monochromatic light of laser focus on the sample surface, two types of scattering 
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beam will generate, including elastic scattered and inelastic scattered lights. The 
light of elastic scattering, also named as Raleigh scattering, exhibits the same 
wavelength as that of the incident light. In addition, due to the interaction of the 
incident light with optical phonons (Raman scattering) and acoustic phonons 
(Brillouin scattering), some scattered light has different wavelengths with that of the 
incident light and the corresponding frequency of the inelastic scattering can be 
described as: 
iR hvhvhv  0                              (2-4) 
where Rv  is the frequency of the scattered light, iv  is the frequency of molecule 
or lattice vibration, 0v  is the frequency of incident light and h  is the Plank 
constant. From this equation, two types of inelastic scattering lines can be identified: 
(i) the Stokes line, for which the frequency of scattered light is less than that of the 
incident light; (ii) the anti-Stokes line, for which the frequency of scattered light is 
higher than that of incident lines. Considering the relatively higher intensity of the 
Stokes lines, the Raman spectra usually utilize the Stockes line as a reference. When 
the incident Raman-ray is illuminated on the sample surface, the energy of the 
incident photon will transfer to the lattice in the form of phonon. Therefore, the 
Raman shift occurs, which is related to the difference in frequency between the 
scattered light and the incident light, directly reflecting the intrinsic vibration energy 
levels of the lattice within the material under certain stimulus ( ihv ). One therefore 
can employ the Raman spectrometry as an effective technique to diagnose the 
internal structures of a material. 
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In this project, the Raman spectrometer of U1000 Jobin-Yvon double 
monochromator is used to check the short-range order and the uniform phase of the 
samples. The excitation source employed was a Helium-Neon laser with wavelength 
of 514.5 nm and the laser spot size was 1 μm, which is illuminated on the sample 
surface to generate Raman scattering. 
2.4.3 Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) 
TOF-SIMS IV, which is a highly sensitive mass spectrometer, is used to 
examine the surface composition and detect impurity elements present in the thin 
film samples. A standard SIMS consists of four main components: a high vacuumed 
chamber, primary ion source, mass analyzer and detectors. The extra high vacuum 
(~10−6 mbar) is needed so that the secondary ions do not interact with the gases 
remaining in the chamber. The ion gun generates high current ion beams, e.g. those 
of noble gases (Ar+, Xe+), oxygen (O-, O2+). 
In this project, the samples to be examined are placed into the ultra-high 
vacuum chamber and bombarded with a high velocity Ar+ beam, therefore resulting 
in the ejection of atoms from the sample surface, which will then be accelerated into 
a mass spectrometer and separated according to their different ratios of 
mass-to-charge (
q
m ). The separated ions will then come into the detector and 
therefore generate high current secondary ion signals, which are amplified and 
output. 
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2.4.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
XPS is a highly sensitive surface analytical technique, based on the principle 
that the photoelectrons excited from a solid can lead to quantitative determinations 
of the chemical composition, empirical formula, chemical state and electronic state 
of the elements in the material. Moreover, XPS equipped with an ion beam etching 
setup, can be used to monitor the composition modulation across the film thickness. 
When a sample is irradiated by an X-ray beam, the energy of X-ray will be 
transferred to the material, leading to either photo-emitted electrons, which are either 
recaptured or trapped in various excited states, or released to the vacuum in form of 
photoelectrons. However, only the photoelectrons escaped from the sample surface 
can be detected by XPS, which therefore contributes to surface chemical analysis. 
The kinetic energy (KE) of photoelectrons can be described as: 
sBEhvKE                            (2-5) 
where hv  is the X-ray photons energy, BE is the binding energy of electrons, KE is 
the kinetic energy of the electron, and   is the work function of the spectrometer. 
The XPS spectrum plots the number of electrons against the binding energy of 
detected electrons. Since each peak corresponding to a certain binding energy 
reflects the element that is located at the sample surface, the element analysis can be 
realized. Moreover, the area of each peak is related to the content of the element, 
therefore it can be used to determine the composition of the material surface. 
In this project, XPS (Axis Ultra DLD, Kratos) was employed to analyze the 
chemical composition of the thin film samples. The sample located on the stages is 
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embedded into a vacuum chamber with ultra lower pressure of 10-8 torr and 
irradiated with Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) X-ray source. The composition analysis along 
the thickness was realized by repeated ionic etching followed by the surface scan. 
2.5 Morphology characterization 
2.5.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
SEM is a primary technique for investigating the microstructure of various 
types of materials. When an incident beam of electrons interacts with the sample 
surface, the signals containing the information about the sample surface, such as 
morphology or composition can be generated, which can therefore be used in 
microstructure analysis. The incident electron beam is conventionally generated 
from a tungsten filament thermionic emission source and focused by condensing 
objective lenses into fine “probe” beam in size of ~5.0 nm onto the sample surface. 
Upon the interaction, various signals are generated, which include backscattered 
primary electrons, Auger electrons and a large amount of secondary electrons 
formed in the multiple inelastic scattering processes. The secondary electrons are 
generally used to collect the surface information. They are produced when the atoms 
locating on the sample surface absorb the energy of the incident beams and result in 
the generation of low-energy secondary electrons. Therefore, Secondary electrons 
are associated with surface morphology and used to show the surface images. 
In this project, Philips XL30-FEG-SEM was used to examine the surface 
morphology as well as film thickness measurement. The beam energy was generally 
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set to 5 eV or 10 eV. Considering the insulating nature of BFO-based films used in 
this work, an Au layer in thickness of 10 nm was coated on the film surface by 
sputtering to increase the sample conductivity. An energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectrometer (EDS, Cambridge) was employed for the compositional analysis, which 
was conducted with a higher beam energy (10-20 eV) and the working distance was 
set to 10mm with collection time of 30s. 










Fig. 2-6 A schematic of PFM setup, which outputs both topography and polarization 
images simultaneously. The utilization of a function generator is to apply an ac 
voltage Vac between the tip and bottom electrodes. The cantilever deflection 
stimulated by the applied voltage is recorded by a reflected laser beam on a four 
quadrant photodiode (modified from [100]). 
 
PFM is a local probe-based technique for high resolution nondestructive 
ferroelectric domain imaging, in which an dc electric bias is applied from the tip to 
bottom electrodes producing an electric field in value of several hundred kilovolts 
per centimeter and therefore generating a local polarization switching within a very 
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small area (in the nanometer to micron scale). Fig. 2-6 shows the experimental setup 
of PFM, which is often equipped with a four-quadrant photo detector, a conductive 
probing tip, a function generator, and two lock-in amplifiers. A ferroelectric sample 
is bottom-electrode-grounded and placed on the sample stage of the PFM chamber, 
in which the tip works as a top electrode. An ac modulation signal is applied to the 
PFM tip, which is made of either silicon coated with a conducting metal (Pt, Au, and 
Ti) or highly doped silicon. The modulation signal induced from tip vibration would 
be prevented into feedback circuit by low-pass filter, while the signals generated 
from Z-control feedback circuit and lock-in amplifier (Acosφ) are detected and 
imaged simultaneously as respective morphology image and a tip vibration image 
[100]. Here, A is the amplitude of the harmonic signal and φ is phase difference 
between the ac modulation signal and the detected harmonic signal. Therefore, with 
the help of this technique, the local piezoelectric response and the surface 
topography of a sample can be read out simultaneously. 
In this project, a Pt-coated silicon cantilever tip (radius of 15 nm with a 
spring constant of 2 N/m and a resonant frequency of 70 kHz) is used for imaging 
the ferroelectric domains and other piezoelectric observations The amplitude of the 
vibration and the phase information were recorded and were used to determine the 
local domain structure and corresponding direction of the polarization. 
2.5.3 Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) 
During the polarization switching excited by an applied electric field, the 
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screen charges, including injected charges, internal charges, and/or charges from the 
ambient, are likely to move into the ferroelectric surfaces to neutralize polarization 
charges [101]. Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM), which exhibits a superior 
lateral resolution, can be manipulated to examine the source of screen charges and the 
behavior that are important to understanding the correlation between the ferroelectric 
polarization and the resulting surface potential [102]. The basic principle of KPFM is 
that the measurement of the electrostatic force between the tip and the sample surface 
can be used to quantify their work function difference. Therefore, when the two 
samples (e.g. tip and sample surface) with different work functions are approaching 
together, an electrostatic force is developed, as the consequence of contact potential 
difference (CPD). The Fermi levels of the two samples will be realigned in the same 
level through the charging and discharging, resulting in a development of an 
electrostatic force between them. To conduct KPFM, an ac bias with frequency of ω is 
applied on the sample surface through the probing tip. The force component at a 
designed frequency, which is proportional to CPD can be recorded and output. 
In this project, Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is performed under 
ambient condition using an atomic force microscopy (MFP-3D, Asylum Research, 
USA) with a platinum coated silicon cantilever (radius of 15 nm with a spring 
constant of 2 N/m and a resonant frequency of 70 kHz). It is conducted in tapping 
mode and the scanning area is 255 m . The respective scanning frequency and time 




Chapter 3 Oxygen-vacancy-related-relaxation and scaling 
behavior in BiFeO3-based thin film 
As aforementioned, in order to properly understand the fatigue and 
conductive behavior of BFO thin films, it would be necessary to investigate the 
response of charged defects and their interactions upon the application of an electric 
field. In this chapter, the characteristics of charged defects in La-Mg-BiFeO3 thin 
films are thoroughly investigated using several analytical techniques, including 
impedance spectroscopy. 
3.1 Background 
The multifunctional application of BFO thin films is dramatically hindered by 
the high leakage current and polarization degradation, both of which have shown to be 
affected by the charged defects involved in samples. For example, the high leakage 
current has been ascribed to the existence of OVs and Fe2+ which can form impurity 
energy levels in the band gap of BFO [44]. Recent researches have shown that OVs, 
rather than Fe2+, make more contribution towards the high leakage current 
[90,103-105], although it has been argued that OVs can decrease the leakage current 
by forming complex defect orders such, as
  OFe VZn 2 [57], which could 
dramatically enhance the endurance voltage. OVs in BFO-based thin films are also 
believed to strongly affect their fatigue behavior. According to the model proposed by 
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Dawber and Scott [71,106], it is likely that OVs migrate towards the electrode 
interface under ac electric field, where they aggregate and form two-dimensional 
arrays. The structures formed by OVs are believed to pin the domain walls, thus 
dramatically decreasing the remnant polarization. Interestingly, as has been reported 
by Yang et al [60], the migration of OVs in a Ca-doped BFO thin film can form a p-n 
junction under an appropriate external electrical field. Therefore, the application of an 
electric field can be employed to modulate the insulator-conductor transition by 
creating, erasing and inverting the p-n junction. 
Considering that OVs play a predominant role in determining the electrical 
behavior of BFO-based thin films, it would be of considerable interest to conduct an 
investigation on their relaxation behavior, which would provide in-depth insights into 
the migration kinetics of charge defects, and therefore a better understanding on the 
interplay between defects and the external field. Although some dielectric studies 
have been conducted with BFO thin films over the past several years [105,107,108], 
few has been done to reveal how OVs and their interactions contribute towards the 
dielectric behavior of BFO-based thin films, where hopping electrons are usually 
inevitably involved. 
3.2 Purpose of this study 
The purpose of the study in this chapter is to investigate the oxygen-vacancy- 
related relaxation and scaling behavior of Bi0.9La0.1Fe0.98Mg0.02O3 (BLFM_2) thin film, 
which is deposited by RF-magnetron sputtering, through conducting systematic 
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measurements of complex impedance spectra (CIS) at varying temperatures. Both 
diffusion of OVs and hopping electrons are expected to coexist in BLFM_2 thin film, 
where they shall occur in two different relaxation regimes. On the basis of the 
experimental observations, the physical nature of relaxation process in association 
with OVs and hopping electrons is discussed. 
3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Structure by XRD 
In the present work, BLFM_2 is prepared with the general chemical doping 
method. Since the secondary phase may exist due to the introduction of doping 
elements, it is essential to ensure that there is no secondary phase in the sample 
before drawing any conclusion. Fig. 3-1 shows the XRD pattern of the sample 
measured at room temperature. All the reflection peaks in XRD pattern of BLFM_2 
can be indexed with space group of the R3c and no secondary phase was detected. 
Considering the fact that the phase with less 5% content cannot be detected by the 
conventional XRD technique, there is a need to further exclude the existence of 
secondary phases. Many previous works in the literature have shown that doping 
certain amount of La into BFO helps to suppress the formation of secondary phases 
(e.g. Bi-rich or Fe-rich phase) and thus stabilize the perovskite structure of BFO 
[32,109,110 ]. For example, it was shown that (Bi1-xLax)FeO3 were single-phased for 
the whole composition range (i.e. x=0.05-1) with no trace of impurity or secondary 
phases [111-113]. For comparison purposes, the XRD pattern of BLF is also 
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examined and no secondary phase is observed. It is therefore reasonable to conclude 
that the La3+ with 10% content has been successfully substituted into the BFO lattice. 








Fig. 3-2 Raman spectra of BLFM_2 Mg thin film collected from five different 
positions 
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As the doping content of the Mg2+ is much lower and beyond the resolution 
of XRD, we conducted micro-Raman spectroscopic studies at different positions on 
the film surface. Note that unlike XRD, micro-Raman spectroscopy is much 
sensitive technique of detecting a small amount of secondary/impurity phases 
involved or local phase separation in the sample (e.g. see the work of Lou et al 
[114].), and therefore it is a powerful way to identify the uniformity/homogeneity of 
film sample. The beam size of micro-Raman employed in the present work is about 1 
µm and Raman measurements are conducted at more than 20 positions on the film 
surface. 
Fig. 3-2 shows the Raman results collected from five of them. All these 
spectra shows similar features: Raman peaks and bands observed at 211 cm-1, 256 
cm-1, 362 cm-1, ~505 cm-1, and 621 cm-1 are in good agreement with those reported 
for La-doped BFO [111-113,115], Nd-doped BFO [107], La/Nd-codoped BFO and 
BFO [116] of single perovskite structure. Note that both La and Nd are members of 
Lanthanum element series, and they are well known to be able to replace Bi at A-site 
of BFO [113]. The Raman data shown in Fig. 3-2, along with XRD result shown in 
Fig. 3-1, strongly indicate that BLFM_2 used in this work indeed shows a 
single-phased perovskite structure without secondary phase. 
3.3.2 Chemically homogeneous analysis 
From the XRD and Raman results shown above, one can conclude that Mg 
has been successfully doped into the BLF lattice, although the specific site for Mg2+ 
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needs to be confirmed. The general rule to determine the occupation site for a dopant 
is to compare its ionic radius with that of the host element. This method has been 
applied widely in designing solid solution. For instance, Mn3+ (0.65 Å) [117], Zn2+ 
(0.74Å) [118], or Ni2+ (0.69 Å) [103] were shown to substitute Fe2+ (0.69 Å) in BFO. 
Moreover, La3+ (1.032 Å) can occupy the position of Bi3+(1.030 Å) [119], due to 
their comparable ionic radius. The ionic radius of Mg2+is 0.72 Å, which is very close 
to that of Fe3+ (0.69 Å). It is thus reasonable to conclude that Mg2+ would substitute 
Fe3+ in the lattice, not Bi3+, due to the large difference in the ionic radius between 
Mg2+ (0.72 Å) and that of Bi3+ (1.03 Å). Note that all data of ionic radius presented 
here has been taken from the work of Shannon [119]. 
There are other ways to determine the doping site of Mg2+ in BFO lattice, e.g. 
using synchrotron X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) technique in 
combination with first-principles XANES simulations [120]. Unfortunately, these 
techniques are not accessible to us currently, and the application of these methods 
could be further complicated by the existence of La ions in BLFM_2 lattice. To 
confirm the chemical stoichiometry and homogeneity of the thin film samples, SIMS 
was conducted with BLFM_2 to examine the compositional modulation and 
chemical homogeneity along the depth of film thickness (Fig. 3-3).  
From Fig. 3-3 one can see that near the film surface (about 10nm) the intensity 
of all detectable elements is not steady, which is a quite common phenomenon in 
SIMS measurements [121]. This phenomenon is generally believed to arise from 
charged defects on the surface [122], or the non-equilibrium state of the equipment. 
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The intensity of Bi, La, Fe, Mg and O however becomes rather constant and stable 
over a thickness of ~300 nm between the subsurface and the interface between the 
film and bottom electrode SRO, confirming the chemical homogeneity and uniformity 
throughout the film. 
 
 
Fig. 3-3 SIMS intensity counts of elements in BLFM_2 
 
XPS measurements were also carried out to further check the chemical 
homogeneity (Fig. 3-4). Before conducting XPS, standard ion beam etching was 
made to remove surface contaminations. From Fig. 3-4, one see that all elements 
involved could be detected and the overall film composition can be obtained by 
measuring the characteristic peak intensity corrected by the corresponding "relative 
sensitivity factor" (R. S. F), which is normalized over all elements detected. It is well 
known that the etching beam can change the chemical state of Bi, therefore we have 





Fig. 3-4 XPS spectra for each element contained in BLFM_2 
 
To measure the film composition, Mg 1s peak (which exhibits the highest 
intensity) was chosen as the characteristic peak. The XPS results are shown in Table 
3-1, from which, one can see that all experimental results are comparable with the 
theoretical/ideal values. The slightly higher experiment value of Mg measured is due 
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to the big noise/signal ratio for the Mg 1s peak (see Fig. 3-4). 
 
     Table 3-1 The content of each element obtained by XPS for BLFM_2. 





Bi Bi 4f 7/2 13.9 19.6% 18% 
La La 3d 5/2 28.12 2.72% 2% 
Fe Fe 2p 3/2 10.82 16.47% 19.6% 
Mg Mg 1s 11.18 0.58% 0.4% 
O O 1s 2.93 60.63% 60% 
 
From the structural/chemical analysis results shown above, one can conclude 
that the BLFM_2 thin film is chemically stoichiometric and homogeneous without 
any secondary/impurity phases. The impedance results and related analysis on the 
conduction mechanism in the thin film are discussed as follows. 
3.3.3 Defects and their structures 
In stoichiometric BLFM_2 thin films, OVs would be introduced by doping of 
Mg. However, OVs and other charge carriers (e.g. electrons and holes) can also be 
generated steadily at various stages of calcination and sintering at high temperature 
during the target preparation, and in particular during the film deposition process at 
low partial pressure of rf sputtering. All the defects involved in the film will 
influence the dielectric relaxation behavior. These possible defects can be described 
by the VinkgeroKr ..  notations as follows. 
In the BLFM_2 thin film, OVs are introduced to compensate for charge 
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balance upon the doping of Mg, which is an acceptor, according to 
  OFe VOMgMgO 2'22                    (3-1) 
where OV  represents an OVs with two positive charges. That is, when two Mg
2+ 
replace two Fe3+, one OV  is introduced to maintain the charge neutrality. Moreover, 
it is well documented that doping a small amount of Lanthanum helps to stabilize the 
perovskite structure of BFO and suppress the volatilization of Bi and O [32,109]. 
Therefore, the process described in Eq. (3-1) is the predominant process of creating 
OVs. 
During the sputtering process at high temperatures (e.g. 620 oC) and low 
oxygen partial pressure (~10-2 mbar), oxygen loss would be further accelerated, 
leading to the formation of more OVs, which can be expressed as 
22
1 OVO OO                               (3-2) 
'eVV OO                                   (3-3) 
'eVV OO                                  (3-4) 
Conduction electrons can be released from the neutralized OVs by the first-ionized 
step and the second-ionized step, as shown in Eq. (3-3) and (3-4). They may then 
transport in an oxidation-reduction process between Fe2+ and Fe3+ in the form of 
'' eFeFe FeFe                               (3-5) 
Besides their association with Fe, these electrons can be weakly bonded to OVs which 
can form a shallow level to trap electrons [124]. Therefore, the localized electrons can 
transport along the chain between OVs and neighboring transition metals, especially 
under a highly reducing condition, in the form of Fe2+- OV -Fe
3+ [125]. These 
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processes can co-exist and make it difficulty to detect the exact location of electrons, 
which are dependent on the local structure and temperature [126]. 
During the cooling process of BFO thin film from high deposition temperature 
(i.e. 620 oC in the present work) to room temperature in air, the following re-oxidation 
can take place: 
  OO OeOV 2'22 2                         (3-6) 
This process will primarily occur at the grain boundaries, therefore, leading to the 
formation of highly conductive grains with high oxygen-deficiency and insulating 
grain boundary [127]. 
3.3.4 Theoretical considerations 
Complex impedance spectroscopy (CIS) is a commonly useful technique for 
investigating the electrical properties over a wide range of frequencies and 
temperatures. It can distinguish between grain and grain boundary effects, and 
therefore can make an explanation of the microscopic process that allows identifying 
the dielectric relaxation in the localized state and long range conductivity process 
[137]. It can be also applied to clarify different contributions from intragrain 
conductivities. 
(1) Parameters in CIS 
To explain the frequency dependent behavior of a material, one needs to 
simultaneously analyze the dielectric constant * , impedance *Z , admittance *Y  
electric modulus *M  as well as the dissipation factor Tan , These parameters are 
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dependent with each other according to the following relationships [137]: 




j                         (3-8) 
*
*
1'''* 0CjZjYYY                   (3-9) 
*
*















                   (3-11) 
In these functions,   is the angular frequency ( f 2 ), lSC /00  is the 
geometrical capacitance with 0  being the dielectric constant in free space 
(8.854×10-12 F/m), l is the thickness, and S is the area of the electrode. Among these 
parameters, *Z  and *Y  can be used to conduct the resistive and/or conductive 
analyses when the long range conductivity is predominant. The employment of *  
and *M  is appropriate, when the localized relaxation is dominant. Therefore, a 
combination of these four functions will be a powerful way to identify the 
ferroelectric and nonferroelectric components occurring in dielectrics. 
(2) Microstructure and equivalent circuit models 
Equivalent circuit is commonly used in CIS analysis to establish a link 
between the different components of the proposed circuit and relevant features of the 
sample [137]. In a polycrystalline ferroelectric thin film, the grain and grain boundary 
are inevitably involved. Therefore, selecting an appropriate equivalent circuit is 
essential in monitoring the dielectric contribution from grains and grain boundaries. 
Fig. 3-5(a) shows a schematic of the microstructure model based on the brick layer 
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model, which consists of a conductive grain boundary layer, a capacitive grain 
boundary surface layer, and a ferroelectric highly resistive bulk layer. This model is 
widely used to describe the microstructural features of a polycrystalline material and 
consistent with scanning microscopy studies. The equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 
3-5(b) is widely used to describe the phenomena that the grain and grain boundary are 
proposed to be interconnected in series way and the corresponding impedance plot in 
the complex plane exhibits two semicircular arcs. This circuit is based on the 
assumption that the dielectric response of the material follows an ideal Debye-like 
behavior, which may however not generally be applied in the real cases. Therefore, a 
modified equivalent circuit is generally employed as shown in Fig. 3-5(c), where the 
CPE phase is added, which is a constant phase element indicating the departure from 
the ideal Debye-like model showing the power-law dependent-the impedance over 
several decades of frequency domain. The CPE admittance is 
nnn
oCPE jBAjAY   )( , with 
)
2
cos( nAA o , )2sin(
nAB o                (3-12) 
where A0 and n are parameters depending on temperature only，A0 confines the 
magnitude of dispersion and 10  n . The parameter of n is equal to 1 for an ideal 
capacitor and equal to 0 for an ideal resistor. Rs is the resistance of lead used in the 
equipment, Cg denotes the capacitance related to domain and dipole reorientation in 
gain, Rg is the resistance in association with grain, Cgb is the capacitance of grain 




Fig. 3-5 (a) Schematic diagram of the microstructural model based on the brick layer 
model with a conductive grain boundary and ferroelectric bulk layer. (b) Equivalent 
circuit, which is commonly used to demonstrate the series interconnected grain and 
grain boundary. (c) Equivalent circuit model with consideration of deviation from the 
idea Debye-like behavior (modified from [137]). 
3.3.5 Relaxation behavior 
The frequency dependence of the real ( ' ) and imaginary ( '' ) parts of 
dielectric permittivity for BLFM_2 thin film at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 
3-6(a) and (b), respectively. For ' , a plateau of ~400 appears below 104 Hz. Such 
step-like behavior is quite similar to those of materials with giant dielectric constant, 
such as CaCu3Ti4O12 [128]. The magnitude of '  decreases with increasing 
frequencies, demonstrating a typical behavior of ferroelectric thin films [129]. In Fig. 
















higher frequencies with increasing temperature, showing a thermally activated process 




Fig. 3-6 Frequency dependence of '  (a) and ''  (b) of BLFM_2 thin film at 
various temperatures. Inset of Fig. 3-6(a) shows the frequency dependence of '  
and ''  at 40oC. Inset of Fig. 3-6(b) shows the temperature dependence of hopping 
frequency obtained from the ''  spectra. 
 
In order to analyze the type of defects involved, one can calculate the 







om                           (3-13) 
where m  is the frequency corresponding to the loss peak, o  is the 
pre-exponential factor, aE  is the activation energy for relaxation, BK  is the 
Boltzmann constant and T  is absolute temperature. The plot of ln m  (vs) 1000/T  
is presented in the inset of Fig. 3-6(b), which can be clearly divided into two sections 
with fitting activation energies of 0.136 eV at low temperatures (<110oC) and 0.239 
eV at high temperatures (>110oC), respectively. 
The activation energy (0.239 eV) fitted for the high temperature region is 
consistent with the previously reported value of 0.325 eV for relaxation in BFO 
ceramics, which was explained as a two-site electron hopping between Fe2+ and Fe3+ 
[89]. The one at low temperatures (0.136 eV) is much smaller, suggesting a different 
process of electron movement from the direct hopping between Fe2+ to Fe3+. 
Considering the rather low first ionization energy of 0.1 eV for OVs [130], it is 
believed that the electron hopping through the Fe2+- OV -Fe
3+ with a relatively smaller 
activation energy dominates in the low temperature region. The bridging effect of 
first-ionized OVs ( OV ) can dramatically lower the energy barrier between Fe
2+ and 
Fe3+ for electron hopping. Therefore, it is concluded that electron hopping takes two 
pathways: direct hopping between Fe2+ to Fe3+ when T > 110oC, and jumping through 
the bridging OV  between Fe




Fig. 3-7 Comparison of  ''  measured for BLFM_2 with that calculated from Eq. 




Fig. 3-8 Cole-Cole plots at temperatures of 40oC and 120oC for BLFM_2 thin film. 
The arrow shows the direction of increasing frequency. 
 
A detailed analysis on the correlation between '  and '' , as illustrated in 
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the inset of Fig. 3-6(a), confirms that the peak frequency of ''  coincides with the 
frequency corresponding to the maximum slope of ' . This correlation is described 






 TT                        (3-14) 
A comparison of ''  measured for BLFM_2 thin film with that calculated from Eq. 
(3-14) is shown in Fig. 3-7. A reasonable match of peak positions can be observed 
between the experimental data and fitting curve. One also observes that the fitted one 
is of higher magnitude and exhibits a sharper peak in comparison with the 
experimental data. These discrepancies arise from the mono-dispersive nature of the 
relaxation process for hopping electrons in the thin film, which is different from the 
assumption for deriving Eq. (3-14), i.e. a range of relaxation times maxmin /1   . 
To confirm this mono-dispersive nature, complex Cole-Cole plot between '  and 
''  will be useful, which can be described by the following empirical relation: [87] 
])(1/[)('' 1    jj s        (3-15) 
where s  and   are the static and high frequency dielectric permittivity, 
respectively,   is the relaxation time, and   denotes the distribution of relaxation 
time and the value of 2/  is the angle between the real axis and the line to the 
circle centre from the high-frequency intercept [132]. For a mono-dispersive 
relaxation process, one expects the circle center is located exactly on the ' -axis, 
whereas for a poly-dispersive process, the circle center will be located below the 
' -axis [129]. Fig. 3-8 shows two representative Cole-Cole plots by fitting the data 
obtained at 40 oC and 120 oC, respectively, using Eq. (3-15). One can see that the 
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circle centers are located exactly on the ' -axis confirming the mono-dispersive 
nature of the relaxation process for hopping electrons. 
 
 
Fig. 3-9. Frequency dependence of 'M  (a) and ''M  (b) measured for BLFM_2 
thin film at various temperatures. Inset of Fig. 3-9(b) shows the temperature 
dependence of hopping frequency obtained from ''M  spectra for peak I. 
 
Since the relaxation peaks at low frequency (< 4101  Hz) can be obscured 
by conductivity loss, an investigation into the electric modulus ( *M ) is conducted. 






 jjMMM                (3-16) 
Note that modulus is the reciprocal of complex permittivity. Therefore, when there is 
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more contribution to dielectric permittivity from the conductivity loss, there will be 
less affect on the modulus. 
'M  and ''M  as a function of frequency in the temperatures range of 40 oC to 
200 oC are plotted in Fig. 3-9. One can see that two plateaus appear in the 'M  curve 
and 'M  increase with increasing frequency. Two ''M  peaks could also be clearly 
observed with one at the low frequency region (below 104 Hz) labeled as Peak I and 
the other at the high frequency region (above 104 Hz) labeled as Peak II, respectively. 
The positions of both peaks shift towards higher frequencies with increasing 
temperature. Peak I disperses much more strongly than peak II, indicating two 
different thermal activation processes existing in BLFM_2 thin film. 
Since *M  shares the same mechanism as * , the latter has been used to 
analyzed the relaxation behavior at high frequency (>104 Hz). Here we only use the 
modulus formalism to study the relaxation mechanism for peak I on the basis of the 
Arrhenius law. According to the fitting results for peak I as shown in the inset of Fig. 
3-9, the activation energy for the relaxation process is 0.94 eV, which is comparable to 
the activation energy of 0.84 eV measured for the diffusion of oxygen ions in 
titanate-based bulk materials such as BTO and PZT [133,134]. Hence, the relaxation 
process at low frequencies can be ascribed to the diffusion of OVs, either OV  or 

OV . We therefore ascribe the defects responsible for the low frequency relaxation to 

OV , although the film has a lower activation energy of 0.94 eV than that (~1.54 eV) 
previously reported for OV  by Deng et al [135]. One possible reason is that doping 
Mg into 31.09.0 FeOLaBi  will dramatically increase the concentration of OVs, therefore 
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Fig. 3-10 Complex impedance plots, ''Z  vs 'Z  for BLFM_2 thin film, at different 
temperatures ranging from 40 oC to 180 oC. The inset shows the enlarged impedance 
plot of data obtained at 40 oC. The arrow shows the direction of increasing 
frequency. 
 
The complex impedance data obtained for BLFM_2 at various temperatures 
ranging from 40 oC to 180 oC are shown as Cole-Cole diagrams in Fig. 3-10. At low 
temperatures, the straight lines with a big slope indicate that the film is highly 
insulating. However, the impedance decreases with increasing temperature as expected. 
From the inset of Fig. 3-10, two poorly resolved semicircular arcs can be observed, 
which are attributed to the responses from grains and grain boundaries [107], 
respectively. Obviously, the small arc at high frequencies tends to be obscured by the 
large arc at low frequencies, due to a large difference in magnitude of the resistance 




Fig. 3-11 The equivalents circuit model used in associated with brick layer model. 
 
Table 3-2 Summary of electrical parameters obtained from measured data at various 
















40 327.8 31373 1.8710-10 3.86109 1.9510-10 3.2110-11 0.66152 
60 321.9 24996 1.8910-10 6.95108 2.0210-10 1.6010-10 0.4761 
100 305.5 13921 2.0410-10 2.49107 2.1210-10 7.2810-10 0.4949 
120 299.1 9660 2.0910-10 5.76106 2.2010-10 2.6110-9 0.4949 
140 279.6 6196 2.1910-10 1.46106 2.2610-10 5.1010-9 0.42562 
160 227.5 5204 2.2710-10 4.01105 2.2510-10 3.8210-9 0.43578 
180 205.1 4489 2.3710-10 1.27105 2.3810-10 1.4810-8 0.52737 
 
In order to obtain reliable values for the respective resistance of grain and grain 
boundary and establish a connection between microstructure and electrical properties, 
the equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 3-11 is employed, which is based on the 
brick layer model [137]. In Fig. 3-11, Rs is the resistance of lead used in the equipment, 
Cg denotes the capacitance in association with domain and dipole reorientation in gain, 
Rg is the resistance related to grain, Cgb is the capacitance of rain boundary layer, Rgb 
denotes the resistance across the grain boundary layer, and CPE is a constant phase 
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Fig. 3-12 Temperature dependence of the respective dc conductivity for grain and 
grain boundary obtained from the fitting results of equivalent circuit. 
 
The data obtained for BLFM_2 thin film were then fitted using software ZSIMP 
WIN version 2 by assuming the equivalent circuit discussed above. Rg and Rgb thus 
obtained are summarized in Table I. The fitted results indeed show that Rgb is much 
higher than Rg, due to the lower concentration of OVs and trapped electrons at grain 
boundaries after re-oxidation as described in Eq. (3-6). Fig. 3-12 shows the dc 
conductivity g and gb  ( gg R/1 and gbgb R/1 ), plotted against the reciprocal 
temperature in the Arrhenius format. One can see that both g and gb obey the 
Arrhenius law with respective activation energies of 0.15 eV and 0.91 eV. The dc 
conductivity activation energies are close to the values obtained from the formalisms of 
''M  and '' . This further shows that the relaxation process in grain arises largely from 
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the hopping electrons and that at grain boundary from the movement of OVs. 
In the previous discussion, the dielectric relaxation has been analyzed in the 
formalisms of *M  and * , where localized movement of carriers is dominant. In 
the case of long range movement, the resistive and conductive behavior are often 
analyzed by *Z  and *Y (1/ *Z ) [137]. Therefore, the combined plot of ''M (or 
'' ) and ''Z (or ''Y ) versus frequency shall be able to distinguish whether the short 
range or long range movement of charge carries is dominant in the relaxation process. 
The separation of peak frequencies between ''M (or '' ) and ''Z (or ''Y ) 
indicates that the relaxation process is dominated by the short range movement of 
charge carriers and departs from the ideal Debye-like behavior, while the frequencies 
coincidence suggests that long range movement of charge carriers is dominant.30,52 
The normalized functions of max''/'' ZZ  and max''/'' MM  for peak I and those of 
max''/'' YY  and max''/'' MM  for peak II at a typical temperature of 80 
oC are shown 
in Fig. 3-13(a) and (b), respectively. The slight mismatch in peak frequency for peak 
I in association with the movement of OVs indicates the occurrence of localized 
movement of OVs and justifies the presence of CPE phase in the equivalent circuit 
model [88,138]. For peak II, the overlapping in peak frequency between the 
normalized ''M and ''Y  suggests that electron hopping is a long-range movement, 






Fig. 3-13 Normalized imaginary parts of electric modulus max''/'' MM , and 
impedance max''/'' ZZ corresponding to OVs as a function of frequency at 80 
oC (a). 
Normalized imaginary parts of modulus max''/'' MM  and admittance max''/'' YY  
corresponding to hopping electrons as a function of frequency at 80 oC (b). 
3.3.6 Scaling behavior analysis 
The Cole-Cole plot in impedance formalism cannot clearly discern the 
responses of grain and grain boundary, as shown in Fig. 3-10. Upon being plotted into 
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modulus formalism as shown in Fig. 3-14 at the representative temperatures of 40 oC 
and 120 oC, two distinct semi-circles are identified, which are related to grain and 
grain boundary responses as marked in the plot. For the grain response, the circular 
centers are located exactly on 'M -axis (i.e. 0 ), even when temperature is 
increased by 80 oC, indicating an ideal Debye relaxation with an unique relaxation 
time. This is consistent with the previous analysis using the formalism of * . 
However, for the grain boundary response, the circle centers are located below the 
'M -axis and   in the range of 0.086 to 0.109 decreases with increasing temperature, 
demonstrating that relaxation time   is not single-valued but distributed 
continuously or discretely around the mean time of mm  /1 . 
 
 
Fig. 3-14 Complex modulus plots of BLFM_2 thin film at 40 oC and 120 oC, 





Fig. 3-15 Scaling behavior of ''M  at various temperatures for OVs in BLFM_2 
thin film. 
 
The Cole-Cole plot in the modulus formalism justifies a poly-dispersive nature 
for the dielectric relaxation at low frequencies. However, the small variation of   
cannot be used to confirm whether the relaxation time is temperature dependant or not, 
because of the uncertainties in fitting circles [129]. Therefore, we have plotted the 
),('' TM   in scaled coordinates, i.e. max),( ''/'' MM T versus log ( m / ), where m  
is the loss peak frequency. If all the modulus loss profiles are collapsed into one 
master curve, it suggests that the relaxation time is temperature independent [129]. As 
shown in Fig. 3-15, all peaks related to the OVs responses indeed collapse into one 
master curve and almost perfectly overlap at different temperatures ranging from 40 
oC up to 200 oC. This suggests that the dynamic processes of OVs occurring at 
different time scales exhibit the same activation energy and that the distribution of the 
relaxation times is temperature independent [139]. 
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3.4 Remarks 
A thorough investigation has been made into the relaxation and scaling 
behavior of the polycrystalline BLFM_2 ferroelectric thin film in the temperature 
range of 40 oC to 200 oC. The temperature-dependant modulus and dielectric spectra 
show that OVs and hopping electrons coexist in BLFM_2 thin film. An activation 
energy of 0.94 eV is extracted and is attributed to OVs in the temperature range 
investigated. However, two different electron hopping processes with an activation 
energy of 0.136 eV below 110 oC and 0.239 eV above 110 oC are observed, which 
are ascribed to electron hopping between Fe2+- OV -Fe
3+ and along Fe2+-Fe3+, 
respectively. The Cole-Cole plots in the modulus formalism show a poly-dispersive 
nature for the relaxation related to OVs and a unique relaxation time for hopping 
electrons. The scaling behavior of modulus spectra demonstrates that the distribution 










Chapter 4 Oxygen-vacancy-mediated negative differential 
resistance in BiFeO3-based thin films 
Charged defects play a dominant role in determining the conductive behavior 
of BFO thin films, for example by influencing the conduction process and 
modulating the high resistance and low resistance states. In this chapter, an 
intriguing behavior of Negative Differential Resistance (NDR) is presented for 
La-Mg-substituted BFO thin films, which is shown to relate to the polarized 
distribution of OVs. 
4.1 Background 
Resistance degradation donates an unwanted high leakage current, which can 
lead to the break down of an insulator. For a perovskite-type thin film, the resistance 
degradation can result in a serious failure event, when they are subjected to a dc 
electric stress, which has been shown to arise from the migration of ionic defects 
[140,141]. For BFO thin films, resistance degradation reduces the saturated 
polarization, therefore restricts their multifunctional application. The origin for 
resistance degradation in BFO has been largely ascribed to the presence of OVs 
rather than Fe2+ [90,103-105]. To improve the voltage endurance, several studies 
have focused on the reduction of OVs through chemical doping of high valence ions 
[103,142], or post annealing in an oxygen-rich atmosphere [143]. However, the role 
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of charged defects on the conduction behavior of BFO is rather complicated. The 
tentative assumption of OVs being responsible for the high leakage current is still 
under debate, when one considers the fact that complex defective structures formed 
by OVs with any negative charged defects have also been shown to dramatically 
decrease the leakage current [118]. 
In addition to the negative contribution arising from charged defects, the 
polarized distribution of OVs stimulated by bias voltage can be used to modulate the 
resistance states (high resistance and low resistance). This desirable property makes 
BFO useful in nonvolatile resistance switching memory devices [60]. Therefore, the 
intriguing electric properties arising from charged defects, together with the 
uncertainty related to the origin of leakage current in BFO has driven us to further 
study the interplay between OVs and a dc electric field and depict the vivid role 
played by OVs in the electric behavior of BFO thin films. 
In contrast to the general conductive behavior that the current increases with 
an increase in applied voltage, an anomalous phenomenon, namely, negative 
differential resistance (NDR, 0/ dIdV ) has also been found in certain 
ferroelectric thin films such as PZT [144,145], SrBi2Ta2O9 (SBTO) [146], 
transition-metal ionic doped BFO [147] and barium titanate [149]. While several 
theories have been introduced to explain this phenomenon, including the double 
injection [148], trap-filling [145], field-inhibited interband tunneling [150] and 
Dawber’s diffusion model [118], the exact mechanism responsible for the NDR 
effect occurring in these ferroelectrics is still not fully understood [150]. 
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4.2 Purpose of this study 
In the present work, we introduced OVs into the BFO thin film by doping 
divalent ions of Mg2+ into Bi0.9La0.1FeO3 (BLF) thin film and then investigated the 
effect of OVs on its conduction behavior. An NDR behavior is observed in 
Bi0.9La0.1Fe0.96Mg0.04O3 (BLFM_4) thin films, where a leakage current peak occurs 
upon the application of a downward electric field at temperatures above 80 oC. In 
contrast to the previously reported NDR behaviors which were largely inhibited by 
the thermal or electric field stress, the NDR observed in the present work is facilitated 
by increasing temperature or enhanced electric field. We have therefore proposed a 
new insight into the mechanism behind the NDR of BLFM_4 thin film, where the 
NDR behavior is believed to dominate by a built-in electric field induced by the 
polarized distribution of OVs. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 NR effect influenced by temperatures and bias voltages 
Fig. 4-1 shows the I-V curve of BLFM_4 thin film at various temperatures, 
which can be divided into two regions as marked I and II, respectively. In Region I, 
the leakage current increases almost monotonically with the increase in applied 
voltage. A rather anomalous leakage behavior is found in region II, where the leakage 
current increases with decreasing external voltage, clearly indicating a NR effect 
occurring in the film. A current peak is thus located at the crossover voltage between 
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two regions, with a broadened shoulder extending to the lower voltage side. Moreover, 
one can clearly observe an asymmetric profile of the leakage current exhibiting a 
diode-like behavior, which is enhanced at elevated temperatures. This rectifying 
behavior has a root in the unbalanced distribution of OVs in the BFO thin film, 
leading to the formation of a p-n junction, which has been previously observed in the 
case of Ca-doped BFO [60]. Another noticeable characteristic for the NR effect in 
BLFM_4 thin film is that it is closely related to the way of applying the external 
voltage (i.e. upward or downward sweep) and can only be observed upon the 
application of a downward voltage. The effect of the initial bias voltage on the 




Fig. 4-1 I-V curves of BLFM_4 thin film measured at various temperatures, by 
sweeping the voltage as VVV 10010   and the inset shows the enlarged part 
of the rectangular area. 
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Fig. 4-2 shows the I-V characteristics of the thin film when applying 
downward voltages with different initial bias values at the temperature of 80 oC. It can 
be seen that the NR effect is enhanced and the crossover voltage shifts towards the 




Fig. 4-2 I-V curves of BLFM_4 thin film with different initial voltages applied in the 
downward sweep at temperature of 80 oC. 
4.3.2 Trap-filling and double injection 
The NDR effect has been mainly explained on the basis of the following two 
considerations: double injection [148] and trap filling [145]. Double injection takes 
place in bulk PZT [149], where the cross section of capturing a hole by charged trap is 
much larger than that of an electron by neutral trap. Therefore, under the double 
injection condition, traps will be emptied as the current increases, leading to a 
reduction in the potential drop across the specimen and bringing about a NR effect 
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with increasing current level [148]. In the case of trap-filling model, injection 
electrons are believed to trap at the interface and result in the formation of a 
negatively charged depletion layer near the cathode [145], which could screen the 
external field, and therefore decrease the injection density. 
To understand the NR effect, the double injection theory was initially 
considered, which was however shown not to be the case. According to this theory, 
the NR effect is closely related to the life times of both electrons and holes, which are 
varied with injection levels [148]. At low voltages, the double injection can be 
negligible and the true current is only one-carrier space-charge-limited (SCL). 
However, when the applied voltage goes beyond a critical value ( thV ), holes and 
electrons can both be injected into the film dramatically. Once the cross-section for 
capturing a hole ( h ) is much larger than that for an electron ( e ), the double 
injection induced NR effect occurs and the potential cross the specimen drops from 




 [149]. thV  is assumed to be a critical voltage separating NR region 






2                               (4-1) 
where L is the film thickness, p is the hole mobility and lowP,  denotes the hole 
lifetime at low injection levels. As shown in Fig. 4-2 above, one can see that the 
leakage current remains at a higher level, indicating that lowP, becomes longer [148], 
when the I-V test is started with a larger initial voltage. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
conclude that the thV  value should shifts towards the lower voltage region. 
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However, the conclusion contradicts the variation trend of the crossover voltage in 
Fig. 4-2. 
To further exclude the possibility that the NR effect is dominated by the 
double injection process, we have evaluated the thV  value based on the Eq. (4-1) 
using the following parameters L=300 nm, p 0.1 cm2/V.s and p 1 ns 
[150,151]. The thV  value thus obtained is about 4.5 V at room temperature. Since 
p and p  values increase with rising temperature [152], thV  is expected to be even 
smaller than 4.5 V at elevated temperature. This estimated value is however 
comparable to none of the experiment values shown in Fig. 4-2 (the smallest thV  
being 7.85 V). This therefore further confirms that the double injection is not the 
dominant process for the NR phenomenon observed in this work. 
We have also considered the possibility of trap-filling induced NR effect, 
which however can be safely excluded. In this model, injection electrons are 
believed to trap at the interface and results in the formation of a negative depletion 
layer near the cathode, which could screen the external field and decrease the 
injection density. The NR effect induced by the trap-filling process shall be a 
competition between the trapping electrons and field assisted thermal emission 
[145,147]. Therefore, the NR region induced by the trap-filling process is likely at 
low fields and low temperature, due to the reduced emission of electrons from 
trapping center. In contrast to this conclusion, the NR phenomenon observed for 
BLFM_4 in the present work is more dominant with increasing temperature and 
electric field as shown in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2, thus the trap-filling induced NR 
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process can be ruled out. 
4.3.3 Built-in internal bias analysis 
For BFO-based thin films, the conduction behavior is largely influenced by the 
defects present in the film [44], which can form trap states in the band gap. By 
modulating the types of defects in BFO thin film through doping (e.g. by Mn [147]), 
the leakage behavior can evolve from the Poole-Frenkel emission [38] to SCL 
conduction [46]. Therefore, the origin of the anomalous NR effect observed in 
BLFM_4 thin film shall be correlated to defects involved in the film. To identify the 
types of charge carriers and obtain some insights into their migration kinetics, 
complex impedance study (CIS) is employed [4]. The frequency-dependent imaginary 
part of modulus ( ''M ) measured at different temperatures for BLFM_4 thin film is 
shown in Fig. 4-3(a). The loss peak is centered in the dispersion region and shifts 
towards the higher frequency regime with increasing temperature, indicating a 
thermally-activated process [4]. To identify the type of defects involved, the activation 




m                           (4-2) 
where m  is the frequency corresponding to the loss peak, 0  is a pre-exponential 
factor, Ea is the activation energy for relaxation, KB is the Boltzmann constant, and T 
is absolute temperature. As shown in Fig. 4-3(b), an excellent linear fit is obtained and 
the Ea value calculated for the film is about 0.9 eV, which is comparable to the 
activation energy of 0.84 eV, measured for the diffusion of oxygen ions in 
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titanate-based bulk materials such as BTO and PZT [133,134]. This demonstrates that 
OVs are the dominant point defects in BLFM_4 thin film. The formation process can 
be described using the Kroger–Vink notation [4]: 




Fig. 4-3 (a) Frequency dependence of ''M  and (b) temperature dependence of 
hopping frequency obtained from ''M  spectra for BLFM_4 thin film. 
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Under an applied field, OVs, which are positively charged defects in the film, 
can migrate towards the cathode, leading to an unbalanced charge distribution 
throughout the film. The concentration of OVs developed in the film can be depicted 






                       (4-4) 
where )( xV  is the electrostatic energy, and ecV  is the electrochemical energy. The 
concentration gradient causes a built-in electric field to prevent the penetration of the 
external field. Therefore the actual electric field exerted on a charge can be 
expressed as:  
biA EEE                        (4-5) 
where E denotes the actual electric field, AE  is the applied electric field, biE  is 
the built-in electric field induced by the space charges in the film. 




Ed                       (4-6) 
and 
 xbi dxxxE 010 )()()(                    (4-7) 
only the uncompensated OVs within the depletion layer w  contributes to the built-in 
field [106]. Therefore, 
 wbi dxxxE 010 )()()(                     (4-8) 






w 0 )(21                      (4-9) 
Combining the above two equations, the biE  can be given by [106] 
 0
2eNEbi                       (4-10) 
Finally, the actual field can be described as  
 0
2eNEE A                                (4-11) 
From these correlations, one can get that the value of actual electric field across the 
film decreases with the increasing number of OVs distributing within the depletion 
layer. Therefore, the actual electric field drops more dramatically when more OVs 
are aggregating at the interface. 
4.3.4 Effect of trapping electrons analysis 
 
 
Fig. 4-4 logI-logV curves of BLFM_4 thin film measured at various temperatures 
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and the curve obtained at 100 oC was fitted based on power law ( nVI  ). 
 
Fig. 4-4 shows the I-V curve with the NR region in the logarithmic plot, 
based on the power law ( nVI  ) [153]. The three curves obtained at different 
temperatures are nearly parallel with each other, demonstrating a similar trend. The 
curve at 100 oC can be well fitted by three linear segments with different slopes. The 
region with the slope of 1.3 in the lower voltage region shows a linear relationship 
between leakage current (I) and external voltage (V), indicating that an Ohmic 
conduction is predominant in determining the current flowing through the film, and 
the thermally excited electrons are believed to be the major source of current [145]. 
With increasing the applied voltage, more electrons, as compared to the 
thermally excited electrons, were injected into the thin film, then the leakage behavior 
would be taken over by the SCLC, obeying the modified Child’ law:[154] 
32
0 8/9 dVjSCL                         (4-12) 
where V is the applied voltage, d is film thickness, and  is the ratio of free carrier 
density to the total carrier density. In Fig. 4-4, the slope of 2.01 derived in the region 
near the NR side signifies a quadratic dependence, which is comparable to the 
trap-free case or the discrete trap case [153]. It may therefore be inferred that the NR 
region prior to the SCLC region is a process of filling the traps with injected electrons. 
Considering the aggregation of OVs at the interface, they will be partly neutralized for 
the following twofold reasons. First, they could function as trapping centers for the 
injected electron. Secondly, the OVs with a high degree of randomness can localize 
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Fig. 4-5 KPFM surface potential distribution of (a) BLFM_4, and (b) BLF thin film 
after poling 25.15.1 m area (green rectangular) with 10 V (on the top region) and 
-10 V (on the bottom region) by contact mode for 1 min. (c) Surface potential profile 
obtained from (a) and (b) based on the line scans shown. The scale bar presents 0.5 
µm. 
 
The migration of OVs and their trapping for electrons under an electric field 
have been further confirmed by the KPFM studies, as shown in Fig. 4-5. The KPFM 
images over a scan area of 222 m were acquired under an ac voltage of 3 V at the 
lift height of 40 nm. In each plot, the bright and dark regions represent a positive and 
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a negative surface potential respectively, relative to the unbiased region [155]. One 
notes that the surface potential measured by KPFM is a result of the compensation 
between intrinsic and extrinsic charges, including polarization bound charges, free 
charges in film, and external screen charges [156,101]. Therefore, the dominating 
contribution of screen charge can be found in the case of the negative (positive) 
surface potential formed upon the application of negative (positive) voltage [157]. As 
shown in Fig. 4-5(a) and (b), some black and white contrasts were observed, in 
comparison with the brown-colored unbiased surface, when the scan was performed 
with respective positive and negative bias voltages. It confirms the dominating role of 
screen charges, originating from injected holes and electrons from the tip upon the 
application of external electric field [155]. Fig. 4-5(c) shows the comparison of the 
surface potential profiles between doped BLFM_4 thin film and un-doped BLF thin 
film, indicating that the surface potential of the Mg-doped film is much higher in 
magnitude, regardless of the poling directions. To further elucidate the role of OVs 
played in the poling process, we focused only on the region of KPFM image under a 
negative voltage. The lower surface potential observed in the Mg-doped film indicates 
that much more electrons are injected into the film [101]. It is well known that the 
efficiency of the injection process is closely related to the interface condition and a 
lower negative surface potential arises from a thinner Schottky barrier at the interface 
between the tip and the film, which permits the injected electrons flow into the film 
easily [155]. The width of the Schottky barrier can be modified by defective ions 
aggregating at the interface as 2/120 )/( NqkTLD  , where N is the charge density 
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within Debye length [61]. Therefore, one can argue that the low surface potential in 
BLFM_4 thin film is due to a high concentration of OVs piling up at the interface, 
which can be neutralized by the injected electrons, as confirmed by the over screen 
charges on the surface. 
4.3.5 Oxygen-vacancies-mediated NR effect 
Based on the above analysis of the characteristics exhibited by OVs under dc 
field, the NR effect observed in the present work is considered to be a result of the 
competition between the polarized distribution and neutralization of positively 
charged OVs. To illustrate these two factors clearly, the I-V curve measured at 100 oC 
is taken as an example to describe the dynamical process of the NR effect, which is 
represented by the schematic plot shown in Fig. 4-6. Upon the application of a 
positive voltage in the downward sweep, an obvious NR region is shown in the inset 
of Fig. 4-6(a). During this process, the initial defect complexes between OVs and 
negative charged 'FeMg  are separated, and the OVs as mobile defects can migrate to 
the cathode and pile up near the interface to induce a built-in electric field, which 
dramatically decreases the actual field through the film, thus leading to a low leakage 
current. Simultaneously, the dynamic injection of electrons from the cathode into the 
film could also occur as shown by the red arrow in the diagram. Some of these 
injected electrons could be localized leading to a low mobility as a result of the 
Anderson localization effect [60] or trapped by the positively-charged OVs [158], 
resulting in the neutralization of OVs. Consequently, the number of charged OVs 
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decreases, together with a reduction in the contribution to the built-in field. This will 
give rise to an increase in the actual electric field according to the Eq. (4-11), and an 
enhancement in leakage current with negligible variation of dc resistance [159]. The 
NR effect dominated by the built-in field is terminated at the crossover voltage, where 
the charged OVs are largely neutralized by the injected electrons, and the leakage 
current peak appears. Below the crossover voltage, the leakage current follows the 




Fig. 4-6 Schematic illustration of the NR process in BLFM_4 thin film. The density 
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variations of OVs upon the application of voltages in the downward sweep and the 
upward sweep are given in (a) and (b), respectively. The dash lines show the 
magnitude of the OVs spatial density. The insets give the I-V curves (highlighted 
part) of experiment data obtained at 100 oC for the two different sweeps. 
 
Upon the application of an opposite voltage in the upward sweep as shown in 
Fig. 4-6(b), according to Yang [60] an inhomogeneous distribution of OVs will be 
restored to the initial state where it is completely compensated by FeMg ' . Therefore, 
the amount of charged OVs as trapping centers is much less than that of the injected 
electrons, weakening the screening effect of charged OVs and resulting in no NR 




Fig. 4-7 I-V curves measured at 90 oC, by sweeping voltage in the sequence of 
VVVVV 10010010   with the sweeping sequence as indicated by the 
number in the plot for BLFM_4 thin film. The inset depicts the applied stepwise 





Fig. 4-8 The threshold voltages plotted for the NR region in BLFM_4 thin film as a 
function of temperature, and the linear fitting. 
 
In Fig. 4-7, one can clearly observe a hysteresis behavior by sweeping the 
voltage in the sequence of VVVVV 10010010  . Similar behavior has 
been observed [160] and suggested to be caused by the variation of the Schottky 
barrier, which can be dramatically influenced by the space charge density and its 
distribution at the electrode/insulator interface. In the case of BLFM_4 thin film in the 
present work, upon the application of a downward voltage, the OVs accumulated near 
the interface tend to relax to an evenly distributed state due to the concentration 
gradient [140]. However, since the relaxation time is much longer than the delay time 
td of the applied voltage step [60], the OVs thus accumulated are frozen during the 
period of the downward sweep and its concentration decays as an exponential 
function as shown in Eq. (4-4). In the case of upward sweep (e.g. process 2 or 4), the 
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inhomogeneous distribution of OVs can be dragged back to a homogenous state with 
the assistance of the opposite electric field. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 4-6, the 
concentration distributions of OVs near the cathode are different between the 
downward sweep and the upward sweep, which affect the Schottky barrier and thus 
induce a hysteresis behavior as presented in Fig. 4-7. 
Finally, the temperature dependence of the NR behavior can also be 
understood on the basis of the model discussed above. As shown in Fig. 4-8, a linear 
relationship between VT and temperature is observed and the VT shifts towards the 
lower voltage region with increasing temperature. This indicates that the film is not 
fully depleted [144]. Moreover, the shifting of VT towards smaller values at higher 
temperatures, along with the extension of the NR region, indicates that more 
electrons are injected into the film to neutralize OVs, which could easily pile up in 
the vicinity of the cathode due to their enhanced mobility at higher temperatures. 
4.4 Remarks 
A peculiar NR behavior has been observed in BLFM_4 thin film at 
temperatures above 80 oC upon the application of an electric field in the downward 
sweep. Based on the characteristics of OVs analyzed using the impedance and 
leakage measurements, the NR effect is correlated to the dynamical migration and 
polarized distribution of OVs upon the application of external field. This leads to the 
formation of a built-in field, which screens the external electric field and results in a 
reduction in the actual field across the film. The neutralization of charged OVs by 
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the injected electrons reduces the contribution of the built-in field and eventually 
leads to the elimination of the NR behavior. As the temperature increases, the 
mobility of OVs is enhanced and therefore more OVs are aggregated in the interface 
region, leading to the formation of a much higher built-in field and the extension of 
the NR region towards lower electric voltages. 
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Chapter 5 Enhanced polarization in BiFeO3-based thin films 
Fatigue failure related to the polarization degradation during the repeated 
switching cycles has been considered as a major obstacle for the application of BFO 
thin films in magnetoelectric devices. In contrast to the commonly expected 
polarization degradation, enhancement of polarization has also been observed in 
certain ferroelectric and multiferroic thin films. In this chapter, the origin of the 
unusual fatigue behavior of BFO-based thin film is investigated by using 
impedances spectroscopy. It is shown to relate to the evolution of charged defects in 
the doped BFO thin films. 
5.1 Background 
Fatigue degradation denotes that the switchable polarization of a ferroelectric 
thin film is reduced under an ac electrical stress, which has been considered as a 
major problem in ferroelectric nonvolatile memories. A large body of research 
interests has thus been attracted to this topic. Although there have been several 
mechanisms proposed for the phenomenon, for example including the 90-degree 
domains and resultant strain, electromigration of OVs forming charged complex to 
pin domains, charge injection of electrons from the cathode, and the formation of 
passive layer at electrode/ferroelectric interface [106], the exact physical behind is 
still not properly understood. 
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In BFO thin film, ferroelectric degradation could result in a reduction in the 
capacity for information storage in memory devices and the loss of the controllability 
in magnetic order switching in magnetoelectric devices [37]. Recently, much research 
attentions have been paid on this important technical issue, in order to ascertain the 
origin of fatigue degradation. For example, seed-inhabitation [66] and wall pinning 
[67], have been proposed, which share an equivalent sense in light of the variation of 
charged defect during the fatigue process, e.g. introduction of new defects [161] or the 
variation and redistribution of existing charged defects [106]. Among various 
possibilities, domain wall pinning by OVs is shown to be a dominant scenario for the 
polarization degradation in BFO thin films [162], as a results of the domain wall 
pinning in association with the two-dimensional complex structures formed at the 
metal/insulator interface [106]. 
In contrast to the common ferroelectric degradation, an enhancement of 
polarization has also been observed in several ferroelectric thin films, e.g., in 
heterolayered Pb(ZrTi)O3/(BiNd)Ti3O12 (PZT/BNT) [163] and PZT [164] thin films. 
Sim et al [163] suggested that it was related to the interfacial defects accumulated 
between the heterolayers, while Kohli et al [164] believed that it was due to the 
domain wall de-pinning. A similar phenomenon has been observed in substituted 
BFO thin film [165]. However, there is no detailed study to explain the phenomenon 
and the physical origin behind is largely unknown. 
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5.2 Purpose of this study 
Polarization degradation of ferroelectric thin film is associated with the 
charged defects present, which constantly vary during the fatigue process. Although 
the phenomenon has been well documented, little progress has been made in terms 
of providing direct evidence to show the evolution of defects during the fatigue 
process. In this chapter, the evolution of defects in the doped BFO thin film is 
demonstrated by impedance spectroscopy, which is able to explain the key feature of 
the fatigue behavior. For BLFM_4 thin film, an anomalous fatigue behavior is 
observed, where the polarization is dramatically enhanced rather than degraded by 
increasing number of switching cycles. This phenomenon is investigated by carefully 
looking into the evolution of defects during the switching process. It is shown to 
correlate to the charged defects of OVs. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Structure and morphology analysis 
Fig. 5-1 shows the XRD pattern of BLFM_4 thin film buffered with SRO 
layer, where one can see that it is of single phase and no secondary phase is detected. 
All the diffraction peaks are indexed with space group of the R3c. One can also see 
that BLFM_4 buffered with SRO layer exhibits a randomly distributed orientation in 










Fig. 5-2 SEM image showing the surface morphology of BLFM_4 thin film. The 
inset shows the cross section image of BLFM_4 thin film. 
 
Fig. 5-2 shows the surface morphology of BLFM_4/SRO thin film by 
FE-SEM. It exhibits rather evenly distributed grain sizes, together with a dense and 
500 nm 
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smooth surface. The inset of Fig.5-2 is a cross section image of BFO/LSMO thin 
film, where the interface is well observed. The cross section also shows a dense 
polycrystalline texture for both layers, in which the BFO layer is about 300 nm in 
thickness. 
 




Fig. 5-3 Fatigue behavior of BLFM_4 thin film at various temperatures. 
 
Fig. 5-3 shows the polarization switching using a bipolar triangle pulse with 
amplitude of 400 kV/cm at 100 kHz, where an unusual fatigue behavior is observed 
for BLFM_4 thin film. The polarization remains rather stable up to 105 cycles at 
each temperature. However, it is enhanced dramatically with the number of 
switching cycles (N) at >105, and then increases to approximately four times of the 
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initial value after 108 switching cycles at 60 oC. A polarization peak is observed at 
each temperature with a shift towards smaller N side and the peak becomes stronger 
as temperature increases.  
5.3.3 Bias voltage-dependent enhancement of polarization 
 
 
Fig. 5-4 Fatigue behavior of BLFM_4 thin film upon the application of different bias 
voltage measured at 40 oC. 
 
The effect of bias voltage on the anomalous fatigue behavior is investigated 
for BLFM_4 thin film. Fig. 5-4 shows its fatigue behavior upon the application of 
different bias voltage, measured at 40 oC and frequency of 100 kHz. The polarization 
remains stable up to 106 cycles at each temperature, however, it is enhanced 
dramatically with the number of switching cycles (N) at >106, and increases to more 
than six times of the initial value after 107 switching cycles for the case of 28 V. The 
polarization peak for voltage appears to shift towards smaller N and it becomes 
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stronger as bias voltage raises. 
5.3.4 Ferroelectric properties of BiFeO3-based thin film 
 
 
Fig. 5-5 P-E loop for fresh BLFM_4 thin film under different voltages represented 
by blue, red, and black curves. 
 
Note that BLFM_4 film exhibits randomly distributed crystals without 
preferential orientation, hence the enhanced polarization (e.g. the value of 120 
μC/cm2 measured for the film fatigued at 60 °C is larger than that of 100 μC/cm2 
observed in the epitaxial (111)-oriented BFO films [166]) can not be simply ascribed 
to the ferroelectric response. There are three general mechanisms that have been 
suggested to account for polarization in ferroelectric thin films: electronic 
displacement, ionic displacement and dipoles due to the space charges. In the case of 
a polycrystalline film, the overall polarization tends to be smaller if only electronic 
and ionic factors contribute to the polarization, which are highly anisotropic and 
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dependent on the crystal directions. However, in the case of BLFM_4 thin film, it is 
believed to be highly defective and therefore space charges will make a large 
contribution towards the polarization. In addition, we have carefully looked at the 
P-E loop of BLFM_4 thin film in the virgin state, which is shown in Fig. 5-5. The 
polarization value of 20 μC/cm2 obtained in the P-E loop is indeed consistent with 
what was observed in the fatigue test. As a matter of fact, the enhancement in 
polarization of fatigued samples has previously been observed in heterolayered 
PZT/BNTO [163] and PZT [164] thin films, where both space charge polarization 
and domain wall depinning were considered. 
The enhancement in polarization measured at elevated temperature appears to 
disagree with the expected temperature-dependent behavior of polarization. It may 
infer that the enhancement in polarization during fatigue is not correlated to the 
ferroelectric response. In general, spontaneous polarization tends to decrease as the 
temperature approaches the critical temperature (Tc), which can be described by the 
temperature-dependent polarization relationship:  

 )(2 cTTP 
     (5-1) 
Where Tc is the Curie-Weiss temperature, α is a proportionality factor and β is a 
coefficient. However, the above P-T relationship can only be applied to the 
description of spontaneous polarization. In the case of BLFM_4 thin film, since the 
temperature range studied is quite far away from Tc (1103 K), the kinetics of domain 
reversals is therefore more dominant than the spontaneous polarization contribution. 
It is well known that fatigue is essentially a competition between domain-wall 
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pinning and depinning. With increasing temperature, the charge defects, such as OVs 
are likely to be activated and released from their trapping centers, facilitating the 
domain reversal upon the application of an applied field. Indeed this phenomenon 
has been widely observed in the simultaneous restoration of the relative squareness 
of hysteresis loop [78]. A much lower polarization is observed in the fatigued sample. 
It can be dramatically enhanced and restored back to the virgin value by an 
appropriate heat treatment. To verify the phenomenon observed in the present work, 
P-E loops of BLFM_4 thin film were obtained at 20 oC and 60 oC, as shown in Fig. 
5-6. It confirms that a great enhancement of polarization was observed with 
increasing test temperatures, which may well result from the domain wall pinning 
scenario through the release of charged defect from the trapping centers aided by the 
thermal fluctuation. 
However, if the domain wall depining is responsible for the enhancement of 
polarization observed in the present work, the polarization is expected to be lower 
than 100 μC/cm2 in the (111)-oriented BFO thin films [166] and the possible reasons 
can be ascribed to the following considerations: (i) randomly distributed film 
orientation, and (ii) the substitution of La into Bi, being able to reduce the 
polarization of BFO. However, the high polarization of 120 μC/cm2 observed for the 
fatigued sample is much larger than what is expected for the (111)-oriented BFO thin 





Fig. 5-6 P-E loop for fresh BLFM_4 thin film measured at different temperatures. 
5.3.5 Defects evolution during the fatigue process 
 
 
Fig. 5-7 Dielectric constant as a function of frequency for BLFM_4 thin film 





Fig. 5-8 Variation of ''M  as a function of frequency for, (a) fresh sample, (c) 
fatigued sample subjected to 109 switching cycles. The corresponding Arrhenius plots 
of the hopping frequency against temperature are shown in (b) and (d) respectively. 
 
Fig. 5-7 shows the dielectric constant as a function of frequency for BLFM_4 
thin film measured at different stages of polarization switching. For the fresh sample, 
the dielectric constant shows a rather stable value against frequency. With increasing 
number of switching cycles, the dielectric constant is dramatically enhanced at low 
frequency regime from 1 to 1000 Hz, which is caused by the dielectric response of 
space charges to the applied electric field. The variation in dielectric spectra clearly 
indicates an evolution of charged defects at different stages of fatigue. The 
displacement of charged defects involving the energy dissipation can give rise to a 
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hysteresis behavior and contribute to polarization [167]. Consequently, the 
anomalous fatigue behavior is closely related to the variation of defects, regardless 
of the concentration variation or detailed types during the fatigue process. 
Any motion of charged defects inevitably involves interaction with their 
neighbors, leading to a relaxation process upon the application of an ac field. We 
have therefore conducted a contrast study on the relaxation behavior between the 
fresh and the fatigued samples in order to get some details about the evolution of the 
defects during the fatigue process. The frequency-dependent imaginary part of 
modulus ( ''M ) for the fresh sample is shown in Fig. 5-8(a), where a single 
relaxation peak is observed at each temperature and shifts towards the higher 
frequency side with increasing temperature, which indicates a thermally-activated 
process. To determine the nature of defects involved in the fresh sample, the 





where f  is the hopping frequency, 0f  is a pre-exponential factor, and Ea is the 
activation energy. As shown by the fitting plotted in Fig. 5-8(b), the activation 
energy obtained is 0.9 eV, which is comparable to 0.98 eV measured for STO crystal 
[168], indicating that OVs is the main type of defects existing in the fresh sample. Its 
formation process can be described using the Kröger–Vink notation as[4]: 
  OFe VOMgMgO 2'22                    (5-2) 
where OV  represents the second-ionized OVs. 
In contrast to the fresh sample, the fatigued one shows several new features 
in ''M spectra as plotted in Fig. 5-8(c). At low temperatures ranging from 20 to 100 
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oC, two ''M  peaks can be clearly observed with one being located in low frequency 
region (below 10 Hz) which is labeled as peak I and another one in high frequency 
region (from 10-1000 Hz) labeled as peak II. Moreover, peak I disperses much more 
strongly and approaches to peak II with increasing temperature, which is indicative 
of two different thermal activation processes. When the temperature increases above 
120 oC, the two peaks merge into one stronger peak (labeled as peak III). These three 
peaks suggest different relaxation processes occur in the fatigued sample in 
association with defect variations in different temperature range and the 
characteristics of which can also be identified by Arrhenius plot as shown in Fig. 
5-8(d). The activation energies for these relaxation processes are estimated to be 0.49, 
0.24, and 0.7 eV for peak I, II, and III, respectively. 
Notably, an activation energy of 0.47 eV has been reported in the 
305.095.01.09.0 OTiFeLaBi (BLFT) thin film and is ascribed to the movement of OVs in 
the single-ionized state ( OV ) [169]. Considering the similarity between BFO and 
BLFT and the comparable value of activation energy, one can conclude that the 
relaxation process for peak I shares the same mechanism as that in BLFT. For peak II, 
the activation energy of 0.24 eV is near the value of 0.1 eV for the first-ionization of 
OV  [130], suggesting that in this temperature range the free electrons are produced 
from the first-ionization of OV , which can be expressed as 
'eVV OO                                  (5-3) 
Where OV  is oxygen vacancy in the neutralized state. With increasing temperature, 
the electrons trapped by OV  are likely to release in the second-ionization process as 
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'eVV OO                                  (5-4) 
As has been reported by Long and Blumenthal [131], the second-ionization energy of 
OV  is around Ed=1.4 eV. Therefore the activation energy for electrons released from 

OV  should be 0.7 eV (Ed/2), which is consistent with the value measured for peak III. 
On the other hand, the activation energy of 0.7 eV that falls in the range from 0.6 to 
1.2 eV has also been ascribed to the movement of OV [132]. Therefore, there are two 
possible mechanisms corresponding to peak III that may act in parallel: (i) electrons 
released from OV , and (ii) movement of 

OV  responding to the external field. It is 
however difficult to distinguish the two processes, because of the similar activation 
energies. Nevertheless, it is noted that the activation energy for displacement of OV  
measured for the fatigued sample is much lower than that in the fresh one. A highly 
plausible reason is that more OV  are introduced into the film due to the distortion of 
lattice during the fatigue process [66], thus leading to a stronger correlation among the 
defects and prompting the motion of OV  with lower energy barrier. 
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5.3.6 Enhanced polarization by oscillation of oxygen vacancies 
 
 
Fig. 5-9 (a) Room temperature hysteresis loops of the fresh BLFM_4 thin film under 
various electric fields, where the inset shows the remanent polarization and coercive 
field as a function of electric field. KPFM surface potential distribution of the 
sample (b) poled within the blue circular area, (c) without any poling. (d) Schematic 
depiction of the charges distribution under the applied ac bias. The red and blue 
circular charges represent the surface charges of the as-deposited film and positive 
charges inside the film. The scale bar represents 0.5 µm. 
 
On the basis of the ionization process of OV (shown in Eq. 5-3 and Eq. 5-4) 
mentioned above, one can trace the occurrence of neutralization of OV during the 
fatigue process, which is further confirmed by KPFM study by investigating into the 
characteristics of OV  under ac field. To exclude the contribution of the bound 
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charges from domains, a small amplitude of 80 kV/cm (much lower than the coercive 
field of 330 kV/cm as indicated in Fig. 5-9(a)) was applied to pole the sample within 
the blue circular areas in Fig. 5-9(b) at the frequency of 100 kHz for a duration of 1.0 
minute. A bright image was observed as compared to the brown-colored-unbiased 
surface shown in Fig. 5-9(b) and (c), indicating a much higher surface potential in the 
poled area. The surface potential is indeed a result of the compensation between 
intrinsic charges and surface screen charges [101], when the polarization bound 
charges are not considered in our case. By assuming that some negative screen 
charges always exist on the surface of an as-deposited ferroelectric film (as indicated 
in Fig. 5-9(c)) and their amount remains the same [101], one would believe that the 
enhancement of surface potential in the poled sample must arise from the accumulated 
positive space charges (such as the involvement of OV ) at the interfaces, which 
could compensate for the negative surface charges as described in Fig. 5-9(d). In the 
prolonged fatigue process, as more and more OV  accumulate at the interface, the 
width of the Schottky barrier decreases [61] (i.e. the Debye length, decreases as n-1/2, 
where n is the density of accumulated charges), which enable more electron injection 
from the electrode, thus leading to a neutralization of OV at the interfaces. 
The migration and neutralization of OV  are largely responsible for the 
anomalous fatigued behavior observed in the present for BLFM_4 thin film. Upon the 




FeMg  can be dissociated, and 

OV  as the mobile defects will migrate 
towards cathode, where they will pile up. This is equivalent to a macroscopic dipole 
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with a length of film thickness and thus makes a contribution towards the total 
polarization. With the increasing number of switching cycles, more and more OV  
oscillate with the ac field and the polarization is continuously enhanced. However, 
once the concentration of OV  within the interfacial layer is beyond a critical value, 
the width of the Schottky barrier becomes thin enough to allow electrons surging into 
film and thus neutralize OV , giving rise to a reduction in polarization for the fatigued 
thin film. At elevated temperatures, the motion of OV  will be facilitated with high 
mobility. As a result, it will be much easier for OV  to drift towards the electrode 
where they will accumulate, further decreasing the barrier width and therefore 
reducing the number of switching cycles required. Therefore there is a shift in the 
polarization peak towards the origin point as shown in Fig. 5-3. Similarly, with 
increasing bias voltage applied, the mobility of OV  can also be enhanced, therefore 
reducing the time for OV  to migrate towards the electrode, giving rise to a lower 
barrier width. There is a reduction in the number of switching cycles required and the 
polarization peak shifts towards the smaller number of switching cycles as shown in 
Fig. 5-4. 
5.4 Remarks 
An anomalous fatigue behavior is observed for BLFM_4 thin film, where the 
polarization is enhanced rather than degraded upon the repeated polarization 
switching at the initial stage. The phenomenon has been investigated by carefully 
looking into the evolution of charged defects in the thin film during the fatigue 
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process, where the mobility of OV  is evolved with a change in the energy barrier 
and at the same time electrons are injected into the film by the repeated switching 
cycles. The motion of OV  under the applied field gives rise to an initial increase in 
polarization. Subsequent injection of electrons due to the modification of Schottky 
barrier however neutralizes and decreases the concentration of OV , leading to a 
reduction in polarization upon prolonged fatigue. 
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Chapter 6 Mobility of oxygen vacancies in fatigued 
BiFeO3-based thin films 
The ferroelectric fatigue in BFO thin films has been widely studied and 
largely ascribed to the domain wall pinning, which is based mainly on 
phenomenological arguments without incorporating any transport properties of charge 
defects during the fatigue process. In this chapter, the mobility of OVs in 
La-Mg-doped BFO during the polarization switching is studied. 
6.1 Background 
Fatigue degradation in BFO thin films has been intensively investigated and 
largely ascribed to domain wall pinning scenario, in which OVs are considered as 
the most likely and mobile ionic defects involved and therefore are believed to pin 
the domain wall by forming two dimensional arrays upon the metal-dielectric 
interface [67,162]. The descriptions in most of the previous works were based on 
phenomenological arguments and no attempt was made to evaluate the transport 
kinetics of charge defects during the fatigue process [37, 162,165]. 
To obtain the charge-carrier mobility, time-of-flight (TOF) or 
current-density-voltage approach is generally employed. In the TOF test, the 
transit-time of a sheet of photo-injected carriers is monitored. However, it is 
subjected to certain restrictions. As the absorption depth of the optical excitation 
shall be smaller than the film thickness, it is suitable for the sample with large 
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thickness (more than 10 μm). In addition, preparation procedure for the TOF test can 
affect the film structure. The mobility thus measured can be thus different with that 
of the as-deposited sample [170]. 
In light of SCL transport, the charge mobility can be acquired from the 
measurement of current density, with the assumption that the single-carrier SCL 
current can be described as 32 8/9 LVJ  , where   is the dielectric constant,   
is the mobility, V is the applied voltage and L is the film thickness [171]. Using SCL 
analysis, hole transport properties in p-phenylene vinylene (PPV) was investigated 
and a corresponding mobility of Vsm /105 2-11  was obtained [172]. However, the 
applied field may result in a degradation of the film sample, where additional 
charged defects can be activated by the high field applied. Therefore, it is 
inapplicable to the investigation of the transport kinetics of charged defects during 
the fatigue process. 
Recent studies have demonstrated that the charge transport with transit time 
( t ) can be reflected in a specific frequency-dependent response of admittance, 
termed as the negative capacitance spectroscopy, and the corresponding carrier 
mobility can thus be derived [171,173]. Therefore, the transport kinetics of charged 
defects involved in the fatigue process can be unraveled by looking into the negative 
capacitance (NC) behavior, which is a nondestructive method and has recently been 
reported in a variety of organic devices and amorphous inorganic semiconductors 
[171,174]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no report of any 
experimental evidence for NC so far or any proper measurement of OVs mobility in 
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BFO thin films. 
6.2 Purpose of this study 
In this chapter, the capacitance dispersion in 
302.089.01.09.0 OMgFeLaBi (BLFM_2) thin film is investigated at different stages of 
polarization switching. A NC behavior is observed for the film that is fatigued by 
switching cycles at > 109. The origin of the NC behavior is analyzed by investigating 
into the charge transport kinetics and relaxation processes using admittance 
spectroscopy. An activation energy of ~0.6 eV and a zero field mobility 
Vsm /1002.033.5 2130
  are obtained. On the basis of these experimental 
results and analysis, it is concluded that the negative contribution to the device 
capacitance stems from the drift of OVs. The newly observed NC behavior in 
BFO-based thin film is fully described in this chapter, together with the OVs 
mobility determined during the polarization switching process. The transport 
kinetics of OVs revealed in this chapter provides an important understanding on the 
fatigue behavior of ferroelectric and multiferroic thin films. 
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6.3 Results and discussion 




Fig. 6-1 (a) The polarization fatigue profile of BLFM_2 thin film obtained at room 
temperature. In the plot of (a), the corresponding switching cycles are marked as a, b, 
c, and d respectively, after which the capacitance dispersion is measured. (b) The 
variation of capacitance as a function of frequency for BLFM_2 thin films that were 
subjected to different numbers of fatigue cycles and the inset shows the charge 
reservoir of OVs formed during the fatigue process. 
 
Fig. 6-1(b) shows the capacitance as a function of frequency for BLFM_2 
thin film measured at different stages of polarization switching. The capacitance for 
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the fresh sample is essentially frequency independent, and is determined by the 
geometrical capacitance LAC /0  . With the increasing number of switching cycles, 
however a very specific frequency-dependent capacitance behavior is observed in 
the fatigued BLFM_2 thin film, where a remarkable drop of capacitance is obtained 
in the low frequency region from 10 to 1000 Hz. The specific capacitance shows a 
minimum value, the magnitude of which decreases and the corresponding position 
shifts towards higher frequencies when the number of switching cycles increases, 
clearly demonstrating that the capacitance dispersion is strongly affected by the 
fatigue process. 
6.3.2 Negative capacitance behavior 
 
 
Fig. 6-2 Schematics showing (a) transient voltage and (b) transient current in a 
device stimulated by a voltage step. The transient current can be mainly decomposed 
into the two different components: (c) displace current, and (d) relaxation 





















In principle, the differential capacitance demonstrates the change in stored 
charge per (change in) bias, while the accumulation of additional space charges upon 
the capacitance plate induces a deviation C  from C0 [175]. When the buildup of 
space charges lag behind the stimulus, the C  is however a negative contribution 
(or inductive contribution) to C0 [171]. Therefore, the reduction in capacitance 
observed in this chapter can be termed as “negative capacitance”, although in some 
other cases the resultant capacitance is likely to be lowered into a negative value, 
when C  is dominant. 
The NC effect has been described in several detailed mechanisms, such as the 
minority carrier flow [175], interface state [176], slow transit time of injected 
carriers [173], and charge trapping [177]. These models share an equivalent sense in 
light of the transient current analysis. Fourier analyses have been employed to 
determine the transient response of a device upon the application of a small 
time-dependent voltage stimulus (generally, described into step-function). The 
transient current in a capacitor stimulated by an applied voltage step (as shown in Fig. 
6-2) can be described as [178]: 
)(V)0()()(V tVtVt                                  (6-1) 
)()]0()([)()]()([)0()()(I tIItItIItIt             (6-2) 
where the )(t is the unity step function. The above equation can be realized when 
the amplitude of the applied transient voltage is small enough to make sure the 
linearity of the transient effects is valid. As shown in the Eq. (6-2), the total transient 
current includes two components [180]: namely (i) a displacement current, which is 
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an instantaneous or impulsive-like component charging the static capacitance C0, and 
(ii) an inertial or relaxation component which stems from different mechanisms, e.g. 
electron transport, impact ionization, impurity atoms and transport of space charges. 
The complex admittance can be determined from the ratio of the Fourier 





IY                                             (6-3) 
Substituting the Fourier expansions of (6-1) and (6-2) into the above formula, the 
complex admittance can thus be expressed as: 
dtetIi ti  0 )()(Y                                     (6-4) 
Considering that the capacitance is the imaginary part of the admittance, the 














00                            (6-6) 
Therefore, in the transient current analysis, if the function )(tj  is positive-valued, 
and decays monotonically and smoothly to zero when the time goes infinite, the 
enhancement of )(C  at low frequency (e.g. <10 Hz), will be realized when the 
transient current decays with time [5]. Otherwise, the NC appears when the 
contribution of the inertial current exceeds that of the displacement current. In that 
case, the resultant capacitance is determined by the inertial current which cannot 
follow the ac stimulus, but passes through the structure without accumulation of 
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charges upon the contacts [179]. Given the above-mentioned considerations, one 
would expect that the NC effect should be enhanced if there is a sudden transfer of 
space charges across the electrodes. 
 
6.3.3 Temperature-dependent NC effects 
 
 
Fig. 6-3 (a) The frequency-dependent capacitance of BLFM_2 thin film (fatigued for 
1010 cycles) as a function of temperature. (b) The corresponding negative differential 
susceptance )Im(- 0 YCB    derived from the capacitance data in (a), where 
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arrows indicate the peak frequency 1-r . 
 
As shown in Fig. 6-1, the occurrence of NC is closely related to fatigue, 
which has been shown to accompany with an evolution of charged defects [5]. Fig. 
6-1(a) illustrates the polarization switching under a bipolar triangle pulse with 
amplitude of 400 kV/cm at 100 kHz, indicating an unusual fatigue behavior of 
BLFM_2 thin film. The enhancement in polarization with the increasing number of 
switching cycles, which is in contrast to the normally expected polarization 
degradation, has been ascribed to the migration of OVs involved in the ferroelectric 
thin film [5]. In addition, our previous works show that the injection of electrons 
may also occur through thermionic emission over the Schottky barrier during the 
fatigue process [5,78]. Both the charge transport of OVs and injected electrons can 
act as a surge of transient current, therefore either of these processes can be the 
reason for the NC observed in the present work. 
The type of mobile ions responsible for the NC effect is initially identified by 
monitoring the corresponding activation energy. In Fig. 6-3(a), the 
frequency-dependent capacitance of BLFM_2 thin film (fatigued for 1010 cycles) is 
shown as a function of temperature. At high frequencies (>104 Hz), the capacitances 
are essentially frequency independent and the values are comparable to the 
magnitude of C0. However, the capacitance is reduced to about 0.1 C0 below 10 Hz, 
and the onset of the NC region shifts towards the higher frequency side when the 
temperature rises. An admittance experiment helps to probe the relaxation process of 
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charge density influenced by a disturbance of an ac field. Both the amplitude and the 
phase difference of ac current can be monitored as a function of frequency. The 
resultant admittance Y can thus be described as [171], 
CiGiBGviY acac  /                                (6-7) 
where G is conductance, B is susceptance, C is capacitance, and   is angular 
frequency. The inductive contribution can be clearly resolved by plotting the 
negative differential susceptance )()(- 0CCB   [171]. Fig. 6-3(b) shows 
B-  against frequency with zero bias within the temperature range from 323 to 353 
K. A single peak is present and it shifts towards the high frequency side when the 
sample is heated, reflecting the transit of a single carrier. 
The relaxation time ( r ) for a charge carrier can be obtained by maximizing 
)Im(- 0 YCB   with respect to  [171]. The activation energy corresponding to 





m   ], where m  is the peak frequency, 0  is pre-exponential 
factor, and Ea is the activation energy. The calculated value of activation energy is 
~0.6 eV as shown in the inset of Fig. 6-3(b), which is comparable to 0.7 eV 
measured previously [5]. Consequently, the nature of the charged defects can be 
ascribed to the following two possible processes which hold similar activation 
energies: (i) electrons released from the first-ionized OVs ( OV ); and (ii) movement 
of the second-ionized OVs ( OV ). Therefore, from the fitted value of activation 
energy, the charged defects responsible for the NC are still ambiguous between OVs 
and electrons. 
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6.3.4 Bias voltage-dependent NC effects 
 
 
Fig. 6-4 Frequency-dependent capacitance of BLFM_2 thin film (fatigued for 1010 
cycles) as a function of bias voltage. 
 
To further ascertain the nature of charged defects responsible for the NC 
effect observed, we have looked into the mobility of charge carriers, which is 
supposed to show a large difference between electrons and OVs [181]. In Fig. 6-4, 
the capacitance dispersion of the sample (fatigued for 1010 cycles) is measured at 
different bias voltages. The NC region shifts towards higher frequencies with 
increasing applied bias voltage, indicating an enhancement in the mobility of charge 
carriers. The charge transport at time-scale r  can be described in the frequency 
domain around 1-r  , which provides a direct pathway to unravel different 
dynamical processes as analyzed above. Furthermore, the finite transit time of t  
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can also be reflected in the specific admittance spectroscopy with the link 
of tr   29.0 , where the constant of 0.29 stems from the nonhomogeneous electric 
field cross the film [171, 173,174]. Fig. 6-5(a) shows the bias voltage dependence 
of B-  measured at room temperature. Similarly, the field-dependent r  is 
obtained by maximizing )Im(- 0 YCB    with respect to   and the 
corresponding t  of charged defects is estimated, giving tr   29.0 . One 
therefore can derive the dc mobility ( dc ) of the charge carrier based on the 
relationship of )/(2 VL dct   , where L is thickness and V is the applied voltage 
[171,173]. 
Investigations into the transient current have established the field-dependent 
dc mobility, )exp(0 Edc   , where 0  denotes the mobility at zero field and   
is coefficient comparable to the Poole-Frenkel effect [183]. Fig. 6-5(b) shows the 
field dependence of mobility by fitting the data into the Edc ln  law. At room 
temperature, the zero field mobility 0  and the coefficient   that are derived from 
the extracted values of dc are estimated to be Vsm /1002.033.5 2130   
and 2/13 )/(1008.049.1 Vm , respectively. A zero field mobility of 
5.33±0.02×10-13 m2/Vs at room temperature is identified with ionic drift because 
electronic motilities are, typically, above 1×10-4 m2/Vs, as reported in the literatures 
for ferroelectric films [150,184,185]. In addition, we note that the calculated 
mobility value of Vsm /1002.033.5 213  is comparable to that of ~ Vsm /10 212 , 
which has been observed in doped BTO thin film and ascribed to charge mobility of 
OVs [186]. This argument provides a strong support for the conclusion that the NC 
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Fig. 6-5 (a) Semi-logarithmic plot of the negative differential susceptance 
)(- 0CCB   derived from capacitance data in Fig. 6-4. The inset shows the 
enlarged image of the rectangular area. The arrows indicate the corresponding peak 
frequency 1-r . (b) The mobility of charge defects in BLFM_2 thin film is plotted as 
a function of E , and the solid line is fitted to the Edc )ln( equation for the 
hopping transport in a spatially correlated potential. 
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According to Eq. (6-6), NC appears when the time-derivative transient 
current is nonmonotonic or positive valued. Indeed, a transient current with peak can 
be realized if a large charge reservoir of OVs is available at the injection electrode, 
as predicted by the space charge limited (SCL) transients theory [42,181]. In the 
present work, the charge reservoir at the interface is generated in the twofold 
processes [5]: (i) the creation of OVs layer at the metal-insulator interface during the 
deposition of the top electrode; and (ii) a large number of OVs that migrate and 
accumulate towards electrode during the polarization switching, thereby forming a 
large amount of OVs near the interface as shown in the inset of Fig. 6-1(a). With 
these considerations, one can therefore infer that the sudden transfer of OVs emitted 
from the charge reservoir is responsible for the NC phenomenon. Moreover, we have 
noted that the NC effect is absent in the as-deposited BLFM_2 thin film as shown in 
Fig. 6-1(a). It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the accumulation of OVs 
during the fatigue process plays a dominant role in forming a charge reservoir at the 
metal-insulator interface. 
 
6.3.5 Transient current from migration of oxygen vacancies 
On the basis of the discussion presented above, it would be now possible to 
paint a physical picture for the NC effect observed in BLFM_2 thin film. Under a 
harmonically alternating field, a sudden emission of OVs from the charge reservoir 
occurs in order to compensate the oscillation, acting as an inertial transient current 
with a finite t . When the oscillation period is much longer than the carrier t  
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( 1 t ), the enhanced ionic current related to OV  can pass through the structure 
without charging effects, leading to a negative contribution to the resultant 
capacitance as predicted in Eq. (6-6). In the high frequency region ( 1 t ), the 
redistribution process of OVs is however “frozen” due to the finite inertia, and the 
transient current at high frequency contains only the displacement component 
associated with the charging of C0 [178]. This argument can well interpret the NC 
phenomenon observed in the present work. As discussed above, the transient current 
is a sum of the displacement current and inertial current caused by the drifting of 
OVs. With increasing number of fatigue cycles, the number of OVs piling up at the 
interface is dramatically enhanced [106]. Therefore the effect of the nonequilibrium 
transient injection caused by OVs becomes dominant in determining the transient 
current, giving rise to a more pronounced NC effect. Moreover, an increased 
population of OVs, which are introduced into BLFM_2 thin film as a result of the 
lattice distortion during the fatigue process, can lead to a stronger correlation among 
the defects and prompt the motion of OVs with lower energy barriers [5]. Thereby, 
the mobility of OVs increases, accompanied with a shorter t , and finally gives rise 
to a negative contribution maintained to higher frequencies as shown in Fig. 6-1(a). 
6.4 Remarks 
The frequency-dependent capacitance dispersion in BLFM_2 thin film has 
been studied at different stages of polarization switching. A specific dielectric 
response identified as NC is clearly observed, which is related to a sudden charge 
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transfer based on transient current analysis. Through investigation into the charge 
transport kinetics and relaxation processes by admittance spectroscopy, an activation 
energy of ~0.6 eV and a zero-field mobility of Vsm /1002.033.5 2130
  are 
obtained, demonstrating that the transient current is correlated to the migration of 
OVs. A large charge reservoir of OVs accumulated at the metal-dielectric interface 
during the fatigue process, supplies an ionic current upon the influence of an ac 
potential and gives rise to the NC behavior observed in the present work for 
BLFM_2 thin film. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this project, the effects of various charged defect on dielectric, conductive 
and fatigue behaviors are investigated for the BFO-based thin films. The systematic 
investigation into the effects of charge defects on various electrical properties of 
BFO-based thin films will provide scientific information for engineer to tailor high 
leakage current and polarization degradation problems in BFO and therefore 
contribute to a better understanding towards their applications in ferroelectric and 
multiferroic devices. The main types of charged defects involved in the doped BFO 
thin films are identified to be OVs and electrons, which are shown to play an 
important role in the enhancement of dielectric and ferroelectric behavior in the low 
frequency region. The electric behavior such as conductivity and fatigue resistance 
of these thin films have been further investigated, where several new and anomalous 
behaviors (e.g. negative differential resistance, enhanced polarization and negative 
capacitance) have been observed and the corresponding physical mechanisms 
responsible for them have been identified with the basic understanding on the 
charged defects involved. 
Firstly, the relaxation and scaling behavior of polycrystalline BLFM_2 thin 
film in the temperature range of 40 oC to 200 oC are investigated in the present work. 
The temperature-dependant modulus and dielectric spectra show that single-charged 
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oxygen vacances ( OV ) and hopping electrons coexist in BLFM_2 thin film. An 
activation energy of 0.94 eV is measured and is attributed to the dominance of OVs 
in the temperatures range investigated. However, two different electron hopping 
processes with the respective activation energy of 0.136 eV below 110 oC and 0.239 
eV above 110 oC are observed. They are ascribed to the hopping between 
Fe2+- OV -Fe
3+ and along Fe2+-Fe3+, respectively. The Cole-Cole plots in the modulus 
formalism show a poly-dispersive nature for the relaxation that is correlated to OVs 
and a unique relaxation time for hopping electrons. The scaling behavior of modulus 
spectra demonstrates that the distribution of relaxation times for OVs is temperature 
independent. 
A peculiar NR behavior is observed in BLFM_4 thin film at temperatures 
above 80 oC, when an electric field is applied in the downward sweep. Based on the 
detailed analysis of the characteristics demonstrated by OVs, conducted using 
complex impedance and leakage, the NR effect is correlated to the dynamical 
migration and polarized distribution of OVs upon the application of an external field. 
This leads to the formation of a built-in field in the thin film, which screens the 
external electric field and results in a reduction in the actual field across the film. On 
the other hand, the neutralization of charged OVs by the electron injection reduces 
the contribution of the built-in field and gives rise to the elimination of the NR 
behavior. As temperature increases, the mobility of OVs is enhanced and more OVs 
can easily aggregate in the interface region, leading to the formation of a much 
higher built-in field and the extension of the NR region towards lower electric 
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voltages. 
An anomalous fatigue behavior is observed with BLFM_4 thin film, where 
the polarization is enhanced rather than degraded upon the repeated polarization 
switching at the initial stage of fatigue. The phenomenon is made understood on the 
basis of the evolution of charged defects in the film, where the mobility of OVs is 
evolved with a change in energy barrier and electrons are injected into the film by 
the repeated switching cycles. The motion of OVs under the applied field gives rise 
to an initial increase in polarization. Subsequent injection of electrons resulting from 
the modification of Schottky barrier however neutralizes and decreases the 
concentration of OVs, leading to the reduction of polarization observed upon 
prolonged fatigue. 
Frequency-dependent capacitance dispersion is demonstrated for BLFM_2 
thin film, which is studied at different stages of polarization switching. A specific 
dielectric spectroscopy identified as negative capacitance is shown in the present 
work for BLFM_2 thin film. On the basis of the charge transport kinetics and 
relaxation processes studied by admittance spectroscopy, activation energy of 0.6 eV 
and zero field mobility Vsm /1002.033.5 2130
  are identified, clearly 
demonstrating that the negative capacitance behavior involves the positive charged 
OVs. The charge reservoir of OVs, which are developed at the metal-dielectric 
interface during the fatigue process, gives rise to a sudden increase in the ionic 
current upon the application of an ac potential, leading to the negative capacitance 
behavior observed in the present work. 
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7.2 Future works 
Charged defects and their interactions play a critically important role in 
determining the electric behavior of BFO and BFO-based thin films, including the 
dielectric, conducting, ferroelectric and fatigue performance. The detailed 
investigation in this thesis is based on the experimental work, focusing on the main 
topical issues whereby electrical behavior of BFO thin films is modulated by the 
charged defects. In future studies, more understanding could be made of the exact 
defect structures and their formation energy, which can be conducted by both 
experiments and computational study. Further interesting aspects of the study would 
be on the utilization of OVs to modulate the magnetic states in LSMO/BFO. 
The characteristics of charged defects, especially those of OVs have been 
investigated by experiments. However they are limited to the charged defects under 
certain conditions, such as different chemical doping level, gaseous atmosphere, or 
structure fluctuations. In addition to experimental investigation, computational 
studies, such as those of the first-principles calculations, will enable a better 
understanding on the formation and migration of various defects in multiferroic thin 
films, owing to the great capability in calculating the total energy. Therefore, one 
could employ the first-principle calculations to investigate the structure of defects in 
BFO-based thin films, such as their positions in the host lattice, their interactions 
with neighboring atoms or defects, as well as the energy along a particular migration 
pathway. 
The ME effect at interface has been suggested to originate from the spin 
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density accumulating at the inter magnetism/ferroelectric structure, induced by charge 
screening of the electric field. Therefore, one way of achieving the ME coupling is to 
use a magnetic oxide, in which the magnetic sensitivity is strongly correlated to the 
concentration of charges. Recently, double layered LSMO/BFO has been investigated 
in order to realize an appropriate magnetoelectric coupling between the two 
constituent layers, in which charges from the ferroelectric dipoles of BFO are 
employed to modulate the magnetic order of the LSMO layer. From our recent study 
it is noted that charge density of OVs could be modulated by using an electrostatic 
field. Therefore, in the future work, we propose to realize the ME coupling in the 
LSMO/BFO double layer through electrical modulation of the OVs concentration at 
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